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I. THE CHARACTER OF THE 4 4 OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS IN EZRA 

Imbedded in the book of Ezra are what purport to be copies 
of a number of royal and other official communications relating 
to the Jews, dating from ths3 Persian period. These are: (1) 
The decree of Cyrtls; or more exactly, that part of the decree 
which announces the purpose of Yahwb, and encourages the Jews 
to return from Babylonia to Jerusalem; Ezr. t:2-2x. (2) The 
letter of Rehum and Shimshai to Artaxerxes Longimanus, urging 
him to stop the building of Jerusalem; 2x:8-16. (3) The reply 
of the king, commanding that building operations be stopped; 
4: 17-22. (4) A letter from Palestinian officials to Darius 
Nothus,l complaining that the Jews are rebuilding their temple, 
and at the samx3 time giving the king a concise history (quoted 
verbatim from the Jews themselves) of that most interesting 
building; 5:7-17. (o) The decree of Cyrus2 in regard to the 

lThis means to say only, that according to the narrative which contains 
t h e s e 1 e t t e r s the king by whose order the temple was completed was Darius II. See 
this Jott^1tals XXIII, 178 f. I have never doubted that the "Darius " of Haggai and Zecha- 
riah was really Darius I. 

2It is quite possible that the document is tlot complete in its present form. There is 
obviously a gap between verses 5 and 6, for the leap which is here made from the decree of 
Cyrus into the middle(!) of a letter of Darius cannot possibty have been made in the 
original narrative. See further below. 
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building of the temple in Jerusalem and the restoring of the 
vessels of gold and silver; 6:3-5. (6) A part (the beginning is 
missing) of the letter of Darius in reply to the Palestinian offi- 
cials; 6:6-12. (7) A letter of Artaxerses Mnemon3 to Ezra, 
officially establishing the Mosaic law and ritual in Jerusalem and 
Judea, recognizing the temple in Jerusalem as the one legitimate 
seat of the worship of the (;od of Israel, and appointing Ezra as 
the religious head of Palestine with full powers; 7:12-26. 

This is certainly a very remarkable collection of documents, 
especially remarkable when it is borne in mind that we are other- 
wise almost entirely destitute of Jewish historical traditions from 
the Persian period. Aside from the prophecies of lIaggai and 
Zechariah, which are merely brief religious compositions, and 
the story of Nehemiah (which was hardly preserved as an official 
document, but rather as a popular narrative), we have scareely 
even the semblance of historical standing ground.4 We might 
expect that at least a list of the governors Persian or Jewish 
who were stationed in Jerusalem would have been handed down; 
but we have only the names Sheshbazzar, Zerubbabel, and Ne- 
hemiah. The succession of the high priests is given us only by 
the Chronicler, probably derived from oral tradition;5 Neh. 
12:10 f., 22. As for the Jewish tradition with regard to the 
Persian Kings, it is a very significant fact that it places 
Darius lIystaspis (under the name "Darius the AIede") just 
before Cyrus, instead of after him. The comparison of Dan. 
5:30; 6:t, 29; 9:1; 10:1; Il:1, with the succession of kings in 
EzraX Cyrus, Xerxes, Artaxerxes, Darius, Artaxerxes, and again 
with the computation of the "seventy years" of the captivity 

3See the note above. The Aramaic papyrus fragments recently discovered in Egypt 
make it extremely probable (though not absolutely certain; see below) that the "Arta- 
xerxes" mentioned in the book of Nehemiah is Artaxerxes Longimanus; but a c c () r d i n g 
to the clear and consistent statements of our narrative the king who 
appears in Ezr. 7 fE. and Neh. is Artaxerxes II. 

sThe Chronicler's stories of Ezra and Nehemiah, as I have already showa, have no 
more historical value than his stories of David and the ark. I shall return to this subject 
later. 

a The Chronicler's allusion to a " book of the Chronicles " in Neh. 12: 23 is no more to be 
taken seriously than are his allusions to tbe sixteen other books of his imaginary library 
(see the list in Driver's Introduction). There is not the least internal ev'idence that he had 
a written 60urce before him in compiling these lists, while they all bear, both in matter 
and in form, the unmistakable stamp of his handiwork. I shall return to this subject later. 
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(48 years, remainder of Neo-Babylonian rule; +21 years, reign 
of Darius as Babylonian monarch; + 1 year of Cyms)6 

proves this in conclusive manner, as I have already shown.7 It 
seems quite certain, in view of all this, that no extensive written 
traditions of the Persian period were preserved in Jerusalem. 
The latter half of the period, in particular, was a time full of 
events of great interest and importance for the history of the 
province of Judea and of the temple at Jerusalem; but no Jewish 
record of them has sllrvived. Even such a momentolls thing as 
the Samaritan schism is wsthout mention in old 13:ebrew literature, 
excepting the (necessarily veiled) allusion by the Chronicler in 
Neh. 13:28 f.8 The question of the trustworthiness of these 
documents in the book of Ezra is therefore one of very great 
importance. 

1. The PrevGliling Vtew 
Most writers on the Old Testament, in modern times, have 

regarded the Aramaic documents in Ezra i. e., all of those men- 
tioned above, with the exception of the edict of Cyrus in chap. 1 
as genuine, or at least as genuine in their original form. 
A few scholars, to be sure, expressed themselves decidedly against 
the authenticity of onx3 or more of these writings, two or three 
decades ago; thus (;raetz, Gesch. der Juden, II, 1875, pp. 87, 100, 
128, declared ths3m all forgeries; and Nbldeke, Gott. gel. Anzeigen, 
1884, 1014, rendered a similar verdict in tlle case of the letter in 
Ezr. 7 :12-26. In the years which followed it became customarJr, 
among the more ;;advanced" Old Testament scholars, to speak of 
these letters and decrees as more or less altered from their primi- 
tive wording, and therefore not fully trustworthy. Thus, the first 
editions of Cornill's Einleitung treat the Aramaic documents in Ezr., 

6 See this Journat, 2CXIII, 178 f.; X2CIV, '29. 
7In all probability, the Jewish tradition was not far wrong in its estimate of the 

length of the reign of this Darius. When he took the throne of Babylonia he was "about 
sixty-tsvo years of age " (Dan. 6 :1), and the theory of course supposed a previous reign over 
Media. In reality, the reign of Darius Hystaspis lasted 36 years; which would agree ex- 
cellently with the Jewish estimate. Further evidence that this "Mede" was none other 
than Darius Hystaspis is furnished by Dan. 6: 2 f., where this king is said to have reorganized 
the government of the empire, dividing it into satrapies, and providing for the royal super- 
vision of these. Here is certainly a surviving tradition of the great reforms of Darius I, 
who did, indeed, accomplish this very work, soon after his accession to the throne. 

8 Cotnposition of Ezr.-Neh., p. 48. 
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chaps. 4-6 as allthentic, but say that 7:12-26 is "uberarbeitet." 
Similarly Bleek-Wellhausen3, Bertheau-Ryssel, Comm., 1887, 
Kuenen, and others. Stade, Geschichte, thought that the letters 
might possibly have been composed by the author of the narrative 
in which they are imbedded, though he believed the information 
which they contain to be in the main trustworthy. In general, it 
has been a well-nigh universal custom to treat " the Aramaic 
source" or "the Aramaic history" as an important hi3torical com- 
position, even among those who look with suspicion on the docu- 
ments which it contains. Thus Driver, Introductiorl: " [The 
Aramaic source] appears to have been a thoroughly trustworthy 
document, though the edicts contained in it, so far as their form 
is concerned, are open to the suspicion of having been coloured 
by their transmission through Jewish hands." In a word: 'The 
documents are not genuine, but in substance are thoroughly trust- 
worthy!'9 Van lIoonacker, 1892, maintained the authenticity of 
all these "records;" and so, doubtless, did the majority of his 
contemporaries who had studied the matter. 

Kosters, in his Herstel, 1893, while finding gemline portions 
in the Aramaic documents, rejected the most as a worthless fabri- 
cation.l° Wellhausen, R?ick7cehr der Jude?l, 189a, declared all 
the Aramaic " Urkunden" worthless but continued, and still 
continues, to use them for his History. In my own investigations, 
which were completed before I had seen the work of either Kosters 
or Wellhausen, I reached the conclusion that these Aramaic por- 
tions of Ezra are cotrlpositions exactly on a par with Dan., chaps. I-6 
and the book of Esther; and also, that the Artaxerxes letter in Ezra, 
chap. 7, is the work of the Chronicler alone. See my Composition, 
1896. Professor H. P. Smith adopted nearly all my conclusions, 
incorporating them in his Old Testament Histo?y, 1903. In one 
point, however, his view differs widely from my own. In common 

9The objections to this position are both obvious and decisive. In tlle first place, the 
"Aramaic source" contains nothing but these suspicious documents, and we have no right 
at all (in the absence of proof) to assume that it ever did contain more. And in the second 
place, when documents lie before us which in form do not appear to be authentic, wllore 
statements we cannot control from any other source, and o f w ho s e a u t h o r o r a u t h o r s 
we know nothing, bexond the fact that they obviously write with a "tendency," we 
cannot legitimately make use of them. 

l°Kosters' methods, however, were not thoroughly scientific, and his conclusions, in the 
main, were of little value. 
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with nearly all those who have discussed the book of E%ra in 
recent times, he assumes that the letters in 4:7-23 are out of 

lace in their present connection, and belong rather to a time 
shortly before the work of Nehemiah (pp. 347 f.). This matter 
will be considered below. Smith seems to suggest, moreover, that 
our present book of Ezra csould be improved not only by the 
excision of 4:7-24, but also by cutting out the whole group of 
documellts (in chaps. 5 and 6) which purport to come from the 
time of Darius; a proceeding which would have the effect of 
reducing the whole " Aramaic Source " to three verses of nar- 
rative (5: I, 2; 6: 15 ) plus the two letters (chap. 4) which according 
to his view are quite isolated, since he believes that a context for 
them can only be conjectured.il This certainly hacks the Gkordian 
knot into bits. 

The view prevailing among the most advanced scholars, then, 
for some time past, has been that these Aramaic documents are 
very valuable, though many have believed them to have been more 
or less altered from their original form by Jewish editors. 
Recently, however, the view has gained wide acceptance, especially 
in Germany, that we have here true copies of the original records 
themselves, the i?sissirea verba of Persian "Urkunden und Akten- 
stacke." Thus Cornill, Einlei{?l,ng5, 1905, after designating the 
writings by the words just quoted, says that their "Echtheit" is 
"uber jeden Zweifel erhoben;" and similarly, that the genuine- 
ness of the Artaxerxes letter to Ezra, in 7 :12-26, is now " abschliess- 
end bewiesen." Siegfried, Kommentar, declares the authenticity 
of these Aramaic transcripts to be "unwiderleglich nachgewiesen" 
(p. 7). So also Bertholet, Commentar; Guthe, Polychrome Bible; 
Budde, Ge.sch. der stlthebr. Litteratur, 1906, pp. 231 fE., and 
many others. 

This increased confidence in the "genuineness" of the Ezra 
documents is duechiefly to E. Meyer's Entsteh?l,ng des Juden- 
thums (1896), in which, after setting forth quite fully -but super- 

ll He remarks (p. 351): " It is clear that if the whole account were stricken out we 
should have a perfectly good connection, 5 :2 being continued directly by 6: 15." But by this 
reasoning we could eliminate nearlnT every formal document that was ever incorporated in 
a history. Of course, when the main narrative is resumed the connection is resumed ! It is 
this same illogical argument that Wellhausen uses in regard to I Macc., chaps. 8 and 15, in 
order to get rid of the episodes and documents which he finds inconveuient. 
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ficially, as will appear-the arguments pro and con, the author 
reaches the conclusion that all the letters and edicts in the book, 
excepting only the Decree of Cyrus in chap. 1,l2 are authentic. 
Meyer's own opinion as to the fruit of his argument is expressed 
on p. 70: " Damit ware, denke ich, nicht nur die Aechtheit der im 
Buche Ezra uberlieferten aramaischen Dokumente gegen alle Ein- 
wande erwiesen, sondern mehrfach auch ein klarer Einblick in 
die Bedeutung dieser fur die judische wie fur die persische 
GLeschichte unschatsbaren Urkunden gewonnen.?? To this claim 
the most of those Old Testament scholars who have written on the 
book of Esra dllring the past decade have seemed to give assent. 

But I do not believe that any thorough and unbiased student 
of the Old Testament who subjects Meyer?s argument to a really 
critical examination, taking into account the important factors 
which he has left out of account, will be able to accept his 
conclusions. 

2. A Literary Nabtt of Anczent Narrcttors 
Some of the principles and general truths uttered by Meyer 

at the outset are of very doubtful value. At the foot of p. 2 in 
l2Why he should except this as he does (Entstehtmg, p. 49) is not at all clear. Every 

single phrase in it is cut out of the very same cloth as is the phraseology of the documents 
which follow. It does not contain a sentence or an idea which is not exactly paralleled in 
chaps. 6 and 7, saving only that at the beginning Cyrus compliments the God of the Jews by 
identifying him with the chief of his own gods. But this last-mentioned fact would be only 
a matter of course to Professor Meyer, as may be seen from his own words (p. 64): " Seit wir 
wissen, wie Kambyses und Varius in den Agyptischen Inschriften als treue l)iener der ein- 
heimischen (}4tter auftreten, wie Kyros in seiner Proklamation an die Babylonier sich als 
den eifrigsten Verehrer und den erklArten Liebling des Marduk einfAhrt, dfirfte niemand 
daran Anstoss nehmen, wenn sich ein PerserkOnig den Juden gegenXiber in gleicher Weise 
ausserte." Nor is this all. Meyer e2rplains the out and out priestly-Jewish language of the 
Arta2rer2res edict in chap. 7 by the very " simple" theory that Ezra and his companions drew 
up the document. while the Persian ministers only gave it official form (p. 65). Why, then 
may it not be that Sheshbazzar, or the high priest Jeshua, drew up the Cyrus edict? The 
reason for denying the authenticity cannot lie in the manner in which the document is pre- 
sented here, for the claim of its verbal genuineness is precisely as clear as in the case of the 
Jarman of Ezra; the proclamation i6 distinctly said to have been "tn wrtting, as foZlows" 
(1: 2). Nor can Meyer fairly withhold credence from the Cyrus edict on the ground that it is 
presented to us by the Chronicler; so is the Arta2rer2res decree (every word of 7 :1-11 com- 
posed by the Chronicler, as Meyer himself agrees), and 80 also are the letters in chap. 4. It 
cannot be said that 1: 2-4 is in any way incongruous with 6: 3-5; on the contrary, if we should 
suppose that 1: 4 was originally followed immediately by 6: 3a ("As for the house of (}od in 
Jerusalem," etc.) so that the te2rt of the complete edict included 1: 2-4; 6 :3a-5, the whole 
document would be perfectly harmonious and homogeneous Why should not Meyer assume 
that the Chronicler translated the first sentences of the decree, from Aramaic into Hebrewt 
and transferred them to their present place in chap. I, the place where they are really most 
effective? There is no difflculty whatever in the way-e 2: c e p t i n g t h e s a m e d i f f i c u 1- 
ties which stand in the way of all the other documents, 
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the Introduction, he says, alluding to a remark of Stade's to the 
effect that the Jewish writer might himself have composed the 
letters and decrees which he incorporated: "Die 'bekannten Ge- 
wohnheiten alter Schriftsteller,' welche dafar sprechen sollen, dass 
diese Urkunden Erfindungen des Schriftstellers seien, sind mir 
ganzlich unbekannt. Die Alten haben den Wortlaut wichtiger 
Urkunden in ihre Texte genau ebenso aufgenommen wie die neu- 
eren Historiker." If this last sentence means to say, that some 
ancient narrators introduced some genuine documents into their 
narratives, it is superfluous information; if it means that the for- 
mal documents included in ancient Jewi sh narratives and his- 
tories are usually genuine, it is not true. And it is true as will 
presently appear that some of the best early (including Jewish) 
historians of whom we have knowledge invented "official docu- 
ments," with purely literary purpose, in a way that would 
not be tolerated in a serious historical work of the present day. 
The substitution of "Historiker" for "Schriftsteller" looks a little 
like begging the question, moreover, since not every writer of 
stories even stories which contain correct and perhaps valuable 
historical data deserves the title "historian." We should hardly 
give this name, for instance, to the authors of Daniel, Esther, and 
III Maccabees. One of the things which we especially wish to find 
out is, whether the writer of these few pages of Aramaic embody 
ing the records in question is entitled to it. 

As for the claim that the verbal quotation of the documents is 
presumptive proof of their genuineness: the real fact is, that the 
direct citation of speeches, letters, and decrees, as a mere literary 
device, in order to make the account more interesting and eSective 
by increasing its verisimilitudes plays as important a part in the 
narrative literature of the Hebrews as in that of other peoples. 
To illustrate: In lI Kings 5:6 and 10:2 f. two brief letters are 
quoted, with the purpose of enlivening the narrative. The one is 
a letter from the king of Syria to the prophet Elisha, and the 
other a circular missive sent by Jehu to the magnates of Jezreel 
and Samaria. They are mere scraps; but the purpose of present- 
ing them as verbal ci tations, and not as quotations in sub- 
stance only, is made evident by the formal t1r1Si1 (the equivalent 
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of the Aramaic b;Y:t) "To proceed," used to introduce the letter 
proper, after the preliminaries. In II Chron. 2:2-15 we have the 
transcript of two letters, the correspondence of the kings Hiram 
and Solomon, with which the Chronicler has enriched the story of 
the building of the temple. No one well acquainted with the Old 
Testament would think of asking how it happens that these docu- 
ments, lost to sight for many centuries; should turn up at last in 
the hands of the Chronicler. 

The "documents" thus far mentioned are not given in full 
official dress, with the introductory formula of address and greet- 
ing, obviously because they are too short to make this desirable. 
In the book of Esther- at least in its massoretic form-the sev- 
eral royal letters and edicts are given only in brief abstract, though 
the writer plainly means to give the impression that he could pre- 
sent them in extenso if he wished. And in the Greek form of the 
book they are indeed given verbatim and in full, with date, super- 
scription, and all, in the same way as in the book of Ezra. In 
Daniel, again, we find the same literary-traditional use of "ofiicial 
records" in order to give dramatic life to the narrative. The 
technical framework o£ the documents is given now partially, now 
entirely. Thus, in 6:'26 ff. we have the text of a decree of Darius. 
It does not begin with the king's name, because that had just been 
written, and the repetition would have been awkward; but its dress 
is otherwise quite formal: " To all the Peoples, Nations, and 
Languages, that dwell in all the earth; your peace be multiplied. 
I make a decree, etc." And in 3:31 - 4:34 is given, with all cir- 
cumstance and in what purports to be the exact form,l3 a long 
proclamation of Nebuchadnezzar, with both introduction and for- 
mal conclusion. Other examples of the same kind are the two 
letters of Ptolemy Philopator "preserved" in III Maccabees; the 
first (3:12-29) commanding the punishment of the Jews, and the 
second (7:1-9) proclaiming the king their friend and protector. 
Both of these are in the regular epistolary form, like the letters 
in Ezra. 

13 Save that in 4 :16, 25-30 the narrator carelessly lapses into the use of the third person 
instead of the first, in speaking of the king; precisely as the (:hronicler, in composing the 
i' personal memoirs " of Ezra, every now and then falls out of the impersonation, writing 
about his hero instead of letting him speak. 
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More instructive still, if possible, is the employment-i. e., the 
free composition-of these pseudo-official sources by two of the 
best-known Jewish historians . Josephus in his Antiquities, 
illustrates his story of the Jews by the addition of a good many 
official documents, a considerable proportion of which were evi- 
dently composed by him for the purpose. Characteristic specimens 
are to be found in this very portion of the history dealing with the 
Persian period, where, in addition to the documents contained in 
the book of Ezrals he presents us with a letter from Cyrus to the 
governors in Palestine (xi, 1, S) as well as a letter from :Darius 
to the Samaritans (xi, 4, 9).15 In both cases it is evident that 
what Josephus aims to contribute is not information, but pomp 
and circumstance. He did not compose the letters for the sake of 
any new material which they contain (the Cyrus letter, for 
instance, is made up almost entirely of things which stand else- 
where in the book), but simply for the glory which they 
give the Jews, in the eyes of the world and in triumph over 
their adversaries the Samaritans. And in the subseqvient chapters 
of his history he proceeds in the same way introducing here and 
there high-sounding documents which are quoted verbatim, and 
the value of which, to US, is very small indeed. 

In I Maccabees, that most admirable of all Jewish narratives, 
we have the same thing once more. Its author is a man of the 
best stamp, and with the instincts of a true historian, though 
writing from a point of view which is emphatically that of his 
own day and his own people. He is well informed, but modest 
and reserved, and withal a man of few words; not at all the one 
to make a display of learning, or wilfully to mislead his readers. 
Scattered through his history are copies of official letters, treaties 
and proclamations; formally faultless, as a rule, but often betray- 
ing in one way or another, the fact that they are not "genuine."'6 

t4In the interpolated form which I have already described at some length. See this 
Joux nal, XXIII, 136 fE. 

5 If anyone wishes to suppose, with H§lscher, Quellen des Josephq4s, 43 PE., that these 
" apocryphal " additions, and numerous others of the same sort in the subsequent chapters 
of the history, were made not by Josephus himself but by one of his sources, whose aim, as 
he says, was to 'i glorify Judaism." the argument is of course not aSected by the supposition. 

16 So scholars have long recognized and repeatedly shown, in the case of one or another 
of these documents; for e2rample, the letter of Demetrius Soter 10: 25-45; tlle proclamation 
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They are doubtless in the main trttstwort;hy in the sense that they 
give a correct impression of the progress of events, inasmuch 
as they embody the honest and sober recollection of 
one who was exceptionally well informed, and who wrote 
soon after the events, of which at least the greater part had taken 
place during his own life-time. But whoever looks here for a 
habit of incorporating official records similar to the habit of mod- 
ern historiasls will look in vain. 

Again, the fondness of these early writers for the dramatic 
form of presentation must not be overlooked in this connection. 
With this end in view they frequently quote verbatim the speeclles, 
prayers, or other utterances of their chief characters. Judas 
Maccabaeus makes a succession of fiery speeches to his soldiers, 
I Macc. 3: 18-22, 58-60; 4: 8-1l, etc. Are they " genuine " ? 
So Josephus very often improves the Old Testament narrative by 
making similar insertions. Thus, in telling the story of Nehemiah 
(Antt." xi, 5, 7) he gives us the wording of an address of some 
length made by that hero in the temple. Greek historians had 
the same habit, as every one knows. Thucydides, for instance, in 
iv, 85-87 (to take the example which lies nearest at hand) quotes 
in full a very interesting speech made by the Spartan general 
Brasidas to the men of Acanthus. The oration is full of weighty 
matters, and it had an immediate and important effect, as we are 
expressly told, for it induced the Acanthians to revolt from Athens 
(just as the letter of Rehum and Shimshai in Ezra 4 had the 
immediate and important effect of stopping the building of the 
temple in Jerusalem). Fortunately, Thucydides himself has told 
us what to expect from such "quotations" as this one. EIis words 
are worth repeating here because of their bearing on the present 

in honor of Simon, 14:27-47, and the Roman edict, 15:16-21. Probably not a single one of 
all the writings thus incorporated in the history represents in its wording, nor even e2ractly 
in its substance, any actual document. For the statements made, and the opinions e2rpressed 
here, I may refer to my article " I Maccabees " in the Encyclopaedia Biblica, III, 285749. 
A renewed study of the book since that article was written, has confirmed me in the conclu- 
sions there stated and supported. Certainly the most, and perhaps all, of these incorporated 
writings were freely composed by the author of the history, as the best means of narrating 
what he wished to narrate and of making the impression which he wished tio make. IIe had 
before him no written narrative source or sources. There is no valid reason whatever for 
supposing interpolation, anywhere in the book. The last three chapters (or more e2ractly, 
14: 16-16: 24), now quite generally regarded as secondary, c e r t a i n l y f o r m e d a p a r t o f 
the original work. 
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inquiry; i, 22 (Jowett's translation): "I have put into the mouth 
of eGc,ch speaker the sentiments proper to the occasion, ewpressed 
as I thought he would be likely to ewpress them; while at the same 
time I endeavored, as xearly as I could, to give the general Apur- 
?ort of what WGI,S actutly said." 17 That is, he gives us in each 
case, not words which were uttered, but words which, judging 
from all known facts, ought to have been uttered. This, I take it, 
is not the method of a modern historian, but more nearly that of 
the writer of a thoroughgoing historical novel. As for drawing a 
line of distinction, as regards this free use, between the spoken 
oration, which presumably uas not preserved in writing, and the 
official document, which presumably was preserved somewhere, we 
may be sure that no one of these ancient writers did anything of 
the kind. Not even Thucydides (to say nothing of the Jewish 
narrators!) could ever have supposed that it was any less permis- 
sible to compose the utterances of a Brasidas in the form of a 
letter, beginning: "Brasidas to the men of Acanthus, greeting," 
etc. (supposing that a letter was known, or believed, to have been 
written), than to give the same things in the form of a speech, 
with th;e orator's introduction: "Men of Acanthus!" when that 
was believed to have been the form of the communication. To 
illustrate: in i, 137 Thucydides presents us with what purports to 
be a true copy of a letter from Themistocles to Artaxerxes I 
Longimanus. As a matter of fact, it was certainly invented by 

17 These words, I believe, describe ez:actly the proceeding of the author of I Maccabees 
in composing the documents which are scattered through his history. If original documents 
were ready to hand, he was glad to use them; if they were not, he invented them, like Thucy- 
didesl to the best of his ability and in perfect good faith. 

I have recently had the satisfaction of seeing my estimate of the account of the Jewish 
embassy to Rome, told in I Macc., chap. 8, strikingly confirmed. In my article in the Encycl. 
Bibl., mentioned above, I argued that the narrative of the sending of the embassy, and of its 
favorable reception, is accurate, and was plainly written by a contemporary who was well 
informed; but that the treaty there quoted (vss. 23-32) was invented by the author of the 
book in accordance with the custom which his contemporary readers, at all events, under- 
stood (IOG. cit., col. 2866). Wellhausen, Israelttische und jSdtsche Geschichte5, 268, contends 
that I Macc. 8 is an interpolation, though he gives no good reason for this view, beyond the 
fact that the quoted document cannot be " genuine," and that the narrative is therefore to 
be suspected. Now, however, Niese has shown (Ndldeke-Festschrtft, II, 817-29) that Jos., 
Antt., wiv, 233 has preserved a genuine Roman document of the year 161/160 B. C., dealing 
with this embassy and containing mention of the reply made to the Jews by the Roman 
Senate. The substantial accuracy of the narrative in chap. 8 is thus proved once for all; as 
for the treaty, Niese recognizes as I had, that it is merely " ein freies, schriftstelleris&hes 
Produkt." I have no doubt that the case of I Macc. t.5 :15-24 is exactly similar, as I also 
argued at length (col. 286-n). Here, again, Wellhausen, op. ctt., p. 276, supposes an interpo- 
lation. 
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the historian, according to the principles above stated by him in 
regard to the speeches, as few modern scholars would doubt.l8 
But to speak of this, ancl of the documents in Josephus, and 
Daniel, and I Maccabees, and the rest, as "forgeries" would be a 
ridiculous misuse of terms.lf On the other hand, no such free- 
dom as this could be tolerated at the present day, in a serious 
historical work. 

To sum up: The Hebrew and Jewish narrators and historians, 
of all ages, were accustomed to give life to their narratives by 
inventing and inserting speeches, prayers, letters, royal decrees, 
treaties, and the like, occasionally summarized, but more often 
given " verbally" and in full, including even the stereotyped frame- 
work; just as is done by modern writers of historical novels. Out 
of the considerable number of such formal documents which have 
reached us in early Jewish literature (leaving now out of account 
the documents in Ezra) very few can he called genuine, 
at best,20 and these few belong to a time long after the close of 
the Persian period. In the case of the most of them it seems 
highly probable that the author and his readers thought of them 
merely as a mode of literary embellishment. They are not, and 
were not intended, to he taken seriously. This certainly gives us 
a clear presumption with which to approach the Ezra documents, 
though not exactly the presumption which Professor Meyer 
demands. 

But Meyer's failure to take account of this literary habit is by 
no means the chief objection which is to be raised against his 
treatment of the Ezra documents, as I shall endeavor to show. 

3. The Tendency of the I)ocuments 
In a footnote on p. 43 of his Entstehun, Meyer says: "Davon 

will ich gar nicht weiter reden, dass absolut nicht einzusehen ist, zu 
18 " Der Brief Thuc. 1, 137 kann nicht als echte Urkunde angevehen werden * " Nbldeke 

Aufsdtze ztsr persischen Geschichte, p. 50, note. 
19 See my Composition of Ezra-Nehemiah, p. 29, above; and my article " I Maccabees " 

in the Encyl. Bibl., §g 8 (end), 9d, 10. It would be interesting and profitable to carry still 
farther the discussioIs of this whole matter of the 1 i t e r a r y e m b e 11 i s h m e n t of serious 
narrative by ancient writers. It is a subject which, so far as Hebrew-Jewish literature is con- 
cerned, has been almost totally neglected. 

20Josephus incorporates some genuine documents in his history, in the portion dealing 
with the close of the GEreek rule and the beginning of the Roman period. He simply copies 
them from his Greek sources, and sometimes inserts them in ludicrously unsuitable places; 
see Niese in the Ndldeke-Festschrift, II, 828, and H6lscher, Quelle?W des Josephus, p. 22. 
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welchenl Z*ecke sich jv3mand die M£ihe gegeben haben sollte, diese 
und ebenso die anders3n Urkunden von cap. 4-6 zu fabriciren." 
This confession of inability to see any motive for composing these 
documents is a fatal one, for it shows either that Meyer-has not 
the thoroughgoing acquaintance with Jewish literature which is 
absolutely necessary to any one who undertakes such an investi- 
gation as this, or else, that he is shutting his eyes to what lies in 
plain sight. In the first place,, we are not limited to imaginary 
cases, for wFe have in the pre-C:hristian Jewish writings plenty of 
'4fabricated" documents of just this nature, to which we can turn 
for instruction. Why did the C:hronicler or his source insert 
the IIiram Solomon letters (verbally quoted) in his account of tlle 
building of the temple ? Why do we find in Josephus' history of the 
Persian period the formal letters from Cyrus to the Syrian govern- 
ors and from Darius to the Samaritans, to say nothing of the many 
others of the same character ? And again, why should the author of 
the Daniel stories "have given himself the trouble" to compose the 
royal edicts which he incorporates, especially the very long decree 
of Nebuchadnezzar ? Can any one imagine a reason why the long 
and elaborate "Letter of Aristeas" should have been composed 
with such painstaking by an Egyptian Jew, in the third century 
s.c.? At all events, it was thus fabricated, and probably at 
very Ilear the time when these Ezra documents were composed. 
And then we have the dozens of royal letters and decrees, freely 
invented in the three books of Maccabees, in Esther, and still 
elsewhere. Even if the motives were "absolut nicht einzusehen," 
the fact would remain that these more or less elaborate formal 
instruments were created by the wholesale, by Jewish narratorsS 
from at least the third century B. a. onward. 

It is plainX further, that Meyer greatly urlderestimates the 
power of imagination possessed by the early Jewish writers, and 
the extent to which this power was used in their writings. On 
p. 47 for example, in speaking of the statement in Ezr. 6 :1, 2 that 
the memorandum supposed to be in Babylon2' was found at Ecba- 
tanar he sass that this is "was kein Mensch erfunden haben wurde." 

2lAs a matter of facts howevers the word i:, here does Ilot mean i'Babylon," but 
' Babylonia." 
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But this is putting an astonishingly low estimate on the capacity 
of an Israelite story-teller. Such bits of real life as this are just 
the business of any one who wishes to give his narrative touches of 
verisimilitude. Moreover, in this particular instance even a very 
stupid narrator might well have been equal to the invention, for 
it was obviously incumbent on him to show why this docu- 
ment had been lost to sight: the fact is (so the narrator 
implies) no one would have thought of looking for such a record 
anywhere else than in Babylonia; but really it was in Ecbatana all 
the time; hence Nerxes, Artaxerxes, and Darius had known nothing 
about it. And so it is with the other elements of the narrative, or 
features of the documents, which Meyer singles out as marks of 
genuineness; they are all such, and only such, as any writer with 
a particle of imagination would be sure to produce. 

Again, Meyer points repeatedly to the plausible elements in 
these records, as though givirlg conclusive proof of their genuine- 
ness; a "forger" would not have made them thus. So on p. 43, 
for instance, speaking of the letter of Tattenai in chap. 5, he says 
that if all this is forged, the forgery is "ausserst geschickt gemacht." 
But does not this also reveal a surprisingly low opinion of the 
literary ability of that day ? The authorship of these documents 
might be called "skilful" if they were drawn up and worded in 
such a way that they would not appear to be Jewish com- 
positions. But any student of the Old Testament can see that 
they all sound distinctly-often, indeed, quite unmistakably- 
like Jewish compositions. Even Meyer sees it. lIe is obliged to 
admit a "Jewish redaction" of the official writings in chap. 6 
(see below) . He is even forced to assume, in tlle case of 7: 12-26, 
that Ezra composed this royal edict, while the Persians merely 
signed it ! Whatever else may be said of the narrator whose 
';Persian official documents" necessitate such a telltale hrpothesis 
as this, he certainly cannot be called "ausserst geschickt." 

As for the skill displayed (it may be remarked here in passing), 
we might reasonably have expected that the composer, or com- 
posers, of these documents would try to imitate the Aramaic of 
the fifth century B. a. That which is actually employed belongs 
to a period two or three centuries later, as will be shown presently. 
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It may be, however, that specimens of the older language were 
not within reach. 

But to return to the tendency of the documents. Meyer's 
remark, quoted above, that he cannot imagine a motive for 
the invention of these records, is by no means an empty phrase. 
It is plain, on page after page, that he is indeed able to overlook 
the many plain indications which any thorough student of Hebresv- 
Jewish history and literature finds staring him in the face; I 
mean those students who recognize the fact that the Chronicler 
did not write unvarnished historyS and that the narrative of Daniel 
is fancifully didactic rather than literally accurate. It is quite 
evident, as one reads on, that this whole laborious investiga- 
tion of the " Entstehung " would not have been written if its 
author had been more intimately acquainted wlth the people 
about which he is writing.22 It is not only easy to see the 
"Tendenz" which produced these documents; it is impossible not 
to see it, for one who is familiar with the litelature which is most 
neaorly related On p. 51 Meyser concedes that 6:12a cannot be 
the genuine utterance of a Persian king, and accordingly decides 
that a "jgLdischer Eiferer" inserted it in the original document. 
But may not such an "Eiferer" have written more than single 
verses ? The Chronicler composed the Cyrus edict in chap. 1, and 
doubtless with a motive. May not a similar motive have led some 
one of his fellows to compose other edicts ? 

During the Greek period, the Jewish religion found itself on 
trial for its life. The children of Israel now saw, as never before, 
how small and despised a part of humanity they were. Greek 
thought and culture, especially, had made great inroads. The 
Dispersion, which had assumed great proportions even in the 
Persian period,23 now threatened to put a speedy end to the national 
existence. To crown all, the glory of Jerusalem, so long the center 

22 Professor Meyer takes his predecessors to task (pp. 4 f., 70 f. ) for their too exclusive 
attention to Palestine and the Old Testament, to the neglect of Persian history especially. 
It is true that the tendency to take the narrow view is strong; axld Old Testament scholars 
may nvell feel grateful to Meyer for the many Ilew points of view whicll ibe has giVexlt as well 
as for his vigorous axld clear presentatioll of his side of the argumeut. But the prime requi- 
site, after all, is knowledge of the Jews. 

23 So I wrote in one of my lectures on the Sec¢>xld Isaiah, delivered at Harvard Uxliversity 
in 1905. Meyer, p. 67: ' EiIle jtidische Diaspora gab es damals Iloch Ilicht." The matter is of 
course of the most vital importallce to ally theory of the " restoration." 
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and heart of the Jewish religion, began to be dimmed. There 
was a temple (as we now know) in Egypt; another, more recently 
establishedS on Mount Gerizim; and very likely still others in 
Babylonia and elsewhere. It is no wonder that the zealous Jews 
of Jerusalem did what they could to stem the tide, and to establish 
beyond all question the supremacy of the mother church. It was 
this impulse, primarily, which produced the whole '; history " which 
the (:hronicler wrote, and which gave the motive for composing 
these Persian documents and many others of the same kind. They 
are an erninently characteristic product of the Greek period. 

I can think of no better way of setting forth the "tendencyX' 
of these documents than to quote one or two recent characteriza- 
tions of similar writings belonging to this same period. Schurer 
Geschichte3, III? 468 speaking of the Letter of Aristeas, says: 
'; Diese Inhaltsubersicht zeigt? dass der Z weck der Erzahlung 
keineswegs die erzahlte Geschichte an sich ist? sondern 
diese Geschichte, insofern sie lehrt, welche IIochach- 
tung und Bewunderung fur das jadische Gesetz und 
das Judenthum uberhaupt selbst heidnische Autori- 
taten wie der Sonig Ptolemalls und sein Gesandter 
Aristeas hegten . Denn gerade darin gipfelt die3 Tendenz des 
Ganzen? dass hier dem juclischen Gesetze aus heidnischem 
Munde ein Lob zubereitet wird.' Here is a motive and a very 
easily comprehensible one, which could have produced just such 
official utterances as those which we find in the book of Ezra. 
Very similar are the terms in which Holscher, Quellen des Jose7?hxs, 
p. 44, describes a considerable group of "official' documents and 
allied narratives dealing with the Persian and Greek periods 
which he believes Josephus to have derived from Alexander Poly- 
histor: ';All diesen Geschichten gemeinsam ist . . . . die ausge- 
sprochene Tendenz, das Judentum zu verherrlichen: es soll 
illustriert werden, wie die Konige der Weltreiche dem Judentum 
huldigen? wie sie fur Tempel und Kultur Sorge tragen, wie sie in 
Jerusalem anbeten, wie sie offiziell dort fur sich beten lassen. Sie 
betragen sich als musterhafte Proselyten; sie beschenken den 
Tempel sie gewahren den Juden Privilegien und Steuererlasse. 
Gerade dies letztere kehrt immer wieder; darum anch all die 
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Edikte, die fur diese Quelle charakteristisch sind. Das andere, 
was die Legenden mit Vorliebe behandeln, ist das Verhaltnis von 
Juden und Samaritanern. Die Juden erscheinen dabei stets als 
Muster der Frommigkeit und Treue, die Samaritaner aber als 
heuchlerisch und boshaft; die letzteren ziehen denn auch stets, 
wie die Quelle zeigt, den ktirzeren.') 

No better characterization of the Aramaic documents in Ezra 
is needed thall these two quotations furnish. Almost every single 
one of the features here enumerated is to be found in the Old 
Testament book; and what is more, there is no material in any 
of the Ezra documents which does not directly serve one 
or more of the purposes here named. The exaltation of 
the Jews and their religion by foreign kings and magnates; the 
triumph over the Samaritans; the oft-repeated and emphasized 
proof that Jerusalem is the one legitimate seat of the cultus; 
the claim of especial perquisites and privileges for the clergy in 
particular; these all are not present incidentally in the docu- 
ments, they are all that the documents contain. To go into detail 
here would involve writing out pretty much the whole of their 
contents. The strong Jewish coloring is everywhere (even in 
the unnecessary laudation of the Jews by their enemies, 4:20; 
b:11 f.), and permeates the whole fabric; the worn-out subterfuge 
of an "Ueberarbeitung" will not avail here. 

But the Jewish character of these documents is not the only 
count in the indictment. Against their genuineness is also to be 
put down, that they show no sign of intimate acquaintance with 
the history of the Persian period. The Jewish apologist, writing 
in the Greek period found himself confronted with two prin- 
cipal questions which he must needs answer, and answer con- 
clusively. They were the following (1) How did it happen that 
(as known from Haggai and Zechariah) tlle temple at Jerusalem 
was not suitably built and completed until the time of Darius? 
and (2) If Jerusalem and Judea were completely depopulated by 
the Chaldeans (as is asserted in II Kings 24:14; 25:26(!), etc.), 
what manner of men were the Jews of the second temple ? Whence 
did they come? Were they a mixed rabble from the surrounding 
districts? Might not even the Samaritans be of better Jewish 



blood, after all, as they claimed to be.e We have before us in 
the (:hronicler's history, an answer to these two questions; an 
answer which began with Adam and was worked out with minute 
elaboration down into the latter part of the Persian period. The 
Aramaic documents (by whomsoex-er composed) are obviously an 
important part of the same answer ;24 and it is equally obvious that 
every particle of the material which they contain could have been 
derived either directly or indirectly from lIaggai? Zechariah, and 
II Kings 25, with the aid of such information as to Persian things 
as could be had in any city of Syria or Palestine at any time in 
the GEreek period.25 If anyone asserts that these doeuments in 
Ezra display more knowledge of the Persian collrt, or of condi- 
tions in the Persian realm, than is disE>layed in the books of 
Daniel, Esther, and Tobit, he asserts what is not true. 

An important conclusion stated by Meyer, E>. 74, deserves to 
be especially emphasized: "Diese Thatsache . . . * lehrt, dass es 
tber das ganze erste Jahrhundert der nachexilischen (;eschichte 
bis auf Ezra und Nehemia herab keinerlei Nachrichten und kein- 
erlei Tradition gab mit Ausnahme dessen, was in den erhaltenen 
Urkunden Ezra 4-6 und in den gleichzeitigen Propheten stand." 
That is, aside from these same more than suspicious " Urkunden," 
there is nothing whatever to show that any genuine tradition of 
the early Persian period was preserved in Jerusalem. Even this 
support is denied them.26 

Once more. There arfe numerous perfectly plain bits of evi- 
dence showing that the documents, in the form which we have, 

24 See further below. 
25It is obvious why the "return " was represented as taking place under Cyrus, and 

also, why (Syrus should have been supposed to furnish money for the building of the templef 
This was the beginning of the new (Persian) regtme^, under which the temple was actually 
built and completed; the natural turning-point was here. And as for the royal aid, how 
else could these returning e2riles, entering a desolate land and a ruined city, have under- 
taken their task ? Such reflections as these first resulted in definite theories at about the 
middleofthethirdeentury B.C., SO far as our sources enable us to judge. Com- 
pare what was said above, in regard to the Greek period. 

26 SO far as the " Urkunde " 7 :12-26 is concerned, it is of course customary to find sup- 
port for it in the " Ezra memoirs " which immediately follow. As a matter of fact, the one 
is precisely as " genuine " as the other. As I have already demonstrated, the whole Ezra 
story was composed by the (,hronicler, with no other apparent basis than his own imagina- 
tion (my Comdposition, pp. 14-29, 5742). Meyer treats these Chronicler tales, and some of the 
worth'ess lists as well, as trustworthy material; with tEre result that the most of his book 
is simply built on air. Wellhausen's Geschichte, in the chapters dealing with this period, is 
not much better. 
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are not what they profess to be. These are (briefly): (1) The 
wording. Aside from the specifically Jewish phrases, and the 
peculiar vocabulary of the Chronicler, the comparison of 6: 5 with 
5:14 (t) shows conclusively that we are dealing, at least at this 
single but crucial point, with made-up documents. (2) The 
language. As will be shown below, the Ararnaic of Esra is not 
at all that of the fifth century B. a. (3) The names of the kings. 
The form of the name "Artaxerxes5' which is employed in Ezra is 
not above stlspicion; and the name "Nebuchadrezzar" appears in 
the form (written with n) which is characteristic of the Greek 
period. (4) The documents are not dated. Genuine docu- 
ments would have borne dates; and it is unlikely that any copyist 
or editor would ever have omitted such an extremely interesting 
and important detail. 

The final statement of the case, then, is this. Here are docu- 
ments which from their wording cannot possibly be regarded as 
true copies of genuine originals; written in a dialect which belongs 
to a time much later than the otle which they profess to represent; 
containing no facts or materials not obtainable in the Greek 
period, and unsupported by any tradition from the Persian period; 
found in the most untrustworthy of all Hebrew histories; them- 
selves written with a manifest tendency; and finding their only 
close para]lels in numerous writings of about the same time which 
are acknowledged to be inventions-and we are asked to pro- 
nounce them 'genuine, at least in substance' ! The theory of their 
authenticity, in any sense whatexrer, has evidently not a leg to 
stand on. 

On p. 43, in speaking of the Tattenai correspondence in Ezr., 
chap. 5, Meyer says: "Wer die Urkunde verwirft, thut dies denn 
auch nicht aus inneren Grunden, sondern weil er den Terupelbau 
unter Kyros oder richtiger den Befehl des Kyros den Tempel wie- 
deratlfzubauen far unhistorisch hielt, oder weil er die Nachricht 
von der Ruckkehr der Juden unter Kyros verwirft.'7 But this 
is hardly fair to- the scsholars who have written on the subject 
Probably not one of the number cares a straw for his most cher 
ished theory in comparison with finding out the truth as to the 
origin and character of these records. We are in the direst need 
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of information as to the history of the Jews in the Persian period, 
and every scrap of material that promises help ought to be treas- 
ured and put to use. But no extremity of need can outweigh the 
obligation to follow the evidence. So the verdict in regard to the 
Ararnaic part of Ezra must be, "that it contains, not a series of 
retnarkable utterances by heathen kings and oiEcers to the glory 
of the Jews and their religion, but a kind of literature that abounds 
during this period of Jewish history. So far as historical value 
is concerned, it stands in all respects on the same plane with Dan. 
2-6 aild the book of Esther." 27 

II. THE CHRONICLER S PART IN THE ARAMAIC PORTIONS 

The letter of Artaxerxes to Ezra, 7:12-26, was created entire 
by the Chronicler, like the context in which it stands. The nar- 
rative which introduces it, 7:1-1l, is the work of his hand, and 
so also is that which follows, 7:27 f.; 8:1-36, as I have shown 
elsewhere (Composition, pp. 16 S., 20 f.). There is no single 
verse in all the Chronicler's history which is more unmistakably 
his own property than 7:28. The letter itself is marked through- 
out its whole extent by his favorite ideas and phrases, and his 
peculiar lexical and syntactical usages, manifest even in their 
Aramaic dress. See the notes below, passim. It is especially 
interesting to observe how closely this letter parallels two of the 
Chronicler's documents which precede it; namely, the royal edict 
in chap. 1 and the royal letter to the "eparchs" of the Trans- 
flumen, now preserved in I Esdras 4:47b-56, but originally fol- 
lowing immediately upon Ezra 1:1-1l, as I have shown. Thus, 
1:2 is reproduced in 7:14; 1:3 in -7:13 and the last clause of 
vs. 15 ("who dwells in Jerusalem"); t:4 reappears in 7:15, 16 
(including the "silver and gold and free-will oflerings," offered 
"for the house of God which is in Jerusalem"). And again: 
7:17 had its counterpart in I Esdr. 4:52 (and also in Ezr. 6:5, 
nota bene); 7:18 corresponds to 4:54ff.; vs. 19 brings back 
again Ezr. t:7 ff.; vs. 20 corresponds to I Esdr. 4:5l, and vs. 21 
to vss. 47b7 48. Vss. 22 f. are again similar to I Esdr. 4:51 f., 
besides reproducing very noticeably Ezr. 6:9 f. And finally, 

27 (tomposEition, p. 8. 
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vs. 24 is a repetition of I Esdr. 4:53-56 (cf. also 49 f.), the per- 
quisites of the priests, Levites, and gate-keepers. That is, the 
decrees of Cyrus in favor of Sheshbazzar and his company are 
here reproduced in substance, and even with a striking repeti- 
tion of the wording of whole phrases, in the decree of 
Artaxerxes for Ezra and his followers. 

Another passage composed in Aramaic by the Chronicler is 
6 :1518, directly continued in vss. 19 f. by his Hebrew narrative. 
That vs. 15 belongs to him is proved sufficiently by the exact 
date which it contains, coupled with the fact that in vs. 14 the 
preceding narrative comes to a natural close. I was formerly 
inclined to assign the last three words of vs. 14 to him also 
(Composition, p. 10), but now believe that it is better to regard 
them as the work of a mere glossator. The Chronicler has written 
out the story of this whole period of history with some care, and 
it is hardly fair to him to accuse him, unnecessarily, of this bit 
of carelessness. He should at least be given the benefit of the 
doubt. 

The work of the Chronicler's hand is to be seen, once more, 
in the two verses 6:9, 10, as I have already shown with abundant 
proof (ComAposition, p. 10). 

These are the only parts of the Aramaic of Ezra which can 
surely be traced to the Chronicler. The question of course sug- 
gests itself, whether he may not also have been the author of 
6:6-14; the grounds of the suspicion being (1) the presence of 
two verses written by him in the middle of this section; and (2) 
the strange transition frorn vs. 5 to vs. 6, the words of Cyrus 
being followed, without any warning, by those of Darius; which 
certainly resembles the heedless leap ill chap. 7, from vs. 26 to 
vs. 27, where Artaxerxes is suddenly interrupted by Ezra. But 
it is far more probable that there has been an accidental omission 
between verses 5 and 6 in chap. 6. Even the Chronicler himself 
would hardly have made so intolerably abrupt a transition as this 
Moreover, there are no manifest traces of his presence in vss. 6-8 
and t1-14, though in a passage of this length, in any writing of 
his, it is usually easy to recognize his handiwork. It is to be 
observed, also, that when vss. 9 f. are removed, the passage reads 
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smoothly and consistently. The original narrator is concerned 
only with the building of the temple; there is no evidenceX 
aside from these two verses, that he also intended to represent 
Cyrus and Darius as providing for the details of the cultus to 
say nothing of the ';bullocks, rams and lambs5' and the "wheat. 
salt, wine and oil" which the Chronicler is so fond of parading 
before us; see I Chron. 29:21; II Chron. 29:2t, 22, 32; Ezr. 
6:17; 7:17, 22; 8;3S, and cf. II Chron. 2:9, 14. 

The question, which has sometimes been raised, whether the 
whole Aramaic section, 4:8 6:14? may not also have been 
written by the Chronicler, I have once more examined with care; 
with the result of satisfying myself completely that the hypothesis 
is an untenable one. The manner of the transition in 4:7 f. (in 
whatever way these verses are treated) shows distinctly that the 
work of another narrator begins here. The Chronicler, compos- 
ing the narrative freely, could not possibly have proceeded in 
this way. It is also incredible that he could have kept his 
identity concealed throughout this long section. He could hardly 
have brought himself to leave the LevitesS singers, porters, and 
Nethinim completely out of sight for nearly three whole chapters; 
and even if that had been possible, he could not have abandoned 
to this extent his own vocabulary and style.28 

I formerly thought that the interpolation 4:9 f. Illight be 
attributed to the Chronicler, and regarded him as the probable 
author of 4:24; see my (7otnposttton, pp. 7-9. The former of 
these passages will be discussed below; the latter can best be 
considered here. 

So far as internal evidence is concerned, there is no reason for 
regarding the Chronicler as the author of 4:24 The phrase 
:ng 757: is found also written by another hand in 6:14, as I have 
just shown, and it probably was in common use. The only argu- 
ment which needs to be considered is the one which aims to show 
that the verse is an editorial patch. The argument rests on two 
main assumptions: (1) that this Aramaic narrative is a contem- 

28AS I have remarked elsewhere, the Chronicler's peculiar habits irl the use of words, 
phrases, and constructions appear everywhere, and in quite uniform distribution, through- 
out Chron.-Ezr.-Neh., excepting in (1) the parts copied verbally from Samuel and Kings; 
(2) this Aramaic source, Ezr. 4: 8 6: 14; (3) Nehemiah, chaps. 1, 2, 44. 
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porary account, and trustworthy history; and (2) that vs. 24, 
which speaks of the building of the temple, is out of keeping 
with the preceding documents, which speak only of the building 
of the city. But these two assumptions are both mistaken. 

I have already shown that the order of the Persian kings, 
Cyrus, Xerxes, Artaxerxes I, Darius II, in these chapters, 4 f.- 
and therefore, of course, the order of the chapters themselves is 
the only-correct oneS according to the view which prevailed in 
Jerusalem in the G[reek period. Both the substance and the 
progress of the narrative here are precisely what we should 
expect, when the purposes of the narrator are taken into account. 
As already remarked (above, p. 225), the author of these "official" 
documents and the narrative containing them was concerned with 
two important matters: the delay in building the temple, and the 
relation of the Jews to the Samaritans. These enemies of the 
Jews undertook, on two diferent occasions, to hinder the building 
of the sanctuary in Jerusalem, by writing to the Persian king. 
On the first occasion, when they were shrewd enough to speak 
only of the city as a whole,29 without specifying the temple in 
particular, they had the good luck to gain their point, and the 
building was stopped. On the second occasion, when other 
officials, less cautious, wrote only in regard to the temple, the 
attempt not only failed, but even proved to be of great assistance 
to the Jews, for it resulted in the recovery of long-lost documents 
which led the king at once to take the temple in Jerusalem under 
his special patronage. From the literary point of view and 
we need no other this is all quite according to rule; in fact, it 
is exactly the way in which any story or play, ancient or modern, 
would conceive the course of events in order to make it as dra- 
matically eflective as possible. At first the villain triumphs, not 
by fair means, but through misrepresentation; but in 
the end he is overwhelmed. 

This being the case, it is obvious that such a verse as 24, 
standing where it now stands, was essential to the original narra- 

29 It is customary to say that the two letters in 4 :11-22 deal with the building of the 
city wall. This is not the case, however. It is the building up of the city that is described, 
and that the king orders to be stopped (vs. 21). Of course the city walls are also specified 
bytheSamaritans; andofoourse the prohibition of further building included 
t h e t e m pl e, at which the Samaritans were especially aiming. 
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tive. The way in which it attaches itself directly to vs. 23 is 
evident, and also the fact that it is absolutely indispensable as the 
preparatioll for 5:1.3° The composer of this Jewish-Samaritan 
drama could not have devised a sentence which would more 
exactly have satisfied his immediate purposes. The question of 
its authorship can therefore not fairly be raised at all. 

In conclusion: I believe that the Chronicler incorporated this 
Aramaic writing in its entirety, and that we have it in substan- 
tially its original form. A passage has been accidentally lost 
between 6:S and 6:6, as already remarked. The story probably 
began with some such formula as [n: a:br: sn::rrns ^^,:^:] 
tlYU iS: 21r7-1, and so on as in 4:8. The Chronicler, when he 
wrote his own introductory verse, 4:7 (as emended below), neces- 
sarily omitted the words which I have inclosed in brackets. 

There were doubtless many such popular narratives written, 
after the same manner in which popular and edifying tales have 
always been written. The one which the Chronicler chose to 
incorporate was the work of a man of his own school of ideas, who 
in all probability lived and wrote at about the same time as he, 
namely in the middle of the third century B. a.31 

III. THE ARAMAIC OF THE BOOK OF EZRA 

On this point it is now possible to be very brief, thanks to the 
recent discoveries of Aramaic papyri in Egypt. All the Aramaic 
of Daniel and Ezra belongs to the dialect of the second 
and third centuries B. a. This includes (1) the Aramaic 
written by the Chronicler; (2) that of the Story of the Samaritan 
Intrigues, which he incorporAtes; ( 3 ) the language of Dan., 

3° It is altogether unlikely that the date, " in the second year of Darius, " stood a l s o in 
5:1 (as I once suggested as possible, Comp., p. 12, note 1). As for I Esdr. 6:1, of course the 
date there had to be inserted by the redactor who interpolated the Story of the Three 
Youths and transposed the Artaserses letters. The curious theory (now quite generally 
adopted) that the passage 5 :1, 2 was not written by the author of 5: 3 . needs no additional 
refutation. Of course the one who knew (5 :14) of the prophecy of Haggai and Zechariah 
knew also (from Hag. 1:12,14, etc.) that Zerubbabel and Jeshua were the leaders in the 
work of building. Chap. 6:7 shows the same thing, plainly enough. 

31 It is fair to draw this conclusion from the fact that this Aramaic tale presupposes 
(not only in 4:12, 15f., but also, by implication, in 5:12 ff.) the theory of a return of "the 
Babylonian exiles." Inasmuch as every other mention of such a return, in the whole Old 
Testament down to Tobit 14:5, comes from the Chronicler himself (Composttton, pp. 62f.), it 
is probable that the theory originated in his own generation, in the school to which he 
belonged. 
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chaps. 2_7.32 The date at which the C!hronicler wrote may prop- 
erly be taken as the representative one for the period covered by 
all these documents. The Aramaic story which he edits may be 
a trifle older, though it probably belongs to his own generation.33 
One chapter, at least, of the Aramaic part of Daniel was written 
nearly a century later. From the linguistic point of view, this is 
all thoroughly homogeneous; there is 1lo possibility of any scientitic 
division into " earlier" and "later " sections. All these writings, 
and all in just the same way, represent a certain stage in the 
development of NVestern Aramaic; there is not a single particu]ar, 
major or minor, in which the one of them can be said with con- 
fidence to belong to a more advanced stage of development than 
its fellow.34 Any one of the group might be designated the earliest, 
or the latest, with equal right. 

This is by no means a new discoveryX so far as the identity of 
the Aramaic of Esra with that of Daniel is concerned. On this 
point the Semitic scholars of the present generation are practi- 
cally agreed. There has been a stra;nge failure, however, to draw 
the correct conclusion as to the date represented by this stage of 
the dialect. NVe have had for comparison a good many Aramaic 
inscriptions dating all the way from the eighth century B, a. down- 
ward, including material sufficient to give us a tolerably clear idea 

32 In my own opinion, which I have often expressed, the first six chapters of Dalliel are 
older than the rest of the book, which was written in the time of Antiochus Epiphanes. But 
there is no diSerence between the Aramaic of chaps. 24 and that of chap. 7. 

33TheAramaic Story of the Three Youths, as I have already shown, belongs approximately 
to this same period, but is probably older than any of these other documents, dating from 
near the b e g i n n i n g of the third century. 

34 Thefactthat the suffix forms 0:-and :-(instead of Fj:- and lim-) do not 
happen to be used in Dan., as they are frequently in Ezr., can hardly be made an exception 
to this statement, since the forms endiIlg in: continue to be found in both Jewish and 
gentile Aramaic until long after the time when the book of Daniel was given its final form 
(e. g., in the Jerusalem Targums, and in Nabatean inscriptions dated in the first century A. D.). 
The Chronicler uses both the: an(l the 5 suffixes, and the one about as often as the other. 

Similarly, the preformative , instead of ^, in the stems of the verb? is represeLkted 
by several examples in Daniel, but does not appear ill Ezra. But we 6eem to have the same 
thing in the form CCNt:11 g, Ezr. 4: lal 19, which is apparently a verbal noun from the hith- 

patccl of 8881, cf. ^,nn:7: in Dan. 6:15. Moreover, the process has already begun in the 
time of the papyri from Elephantine; see the hithpetel form llnws (Ist pers. plur. perf.), 
in Cowley's K, 2. Notice also such parallel phenomena as the name RlWi9t8g (for tlN ) in 
H, 18, and thepronoun FlDg in Ezra. 

lt is very probable, indeed, that Dan., chap. 2-6 was written somewhat later than the 
Aramaic parts of Ezra; but it is not safe to say that this is proved by the langqhaSJe. 

TEE ARAMAIC PORTIONS OF EZRA 
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of some of the most characteristic cllanges which took place in the 
language, from the Euphrates to Egypt. The evidence has been 
quite sufficient to show that our " biblical Aramaic" could hardly 
be dated so early as the fourth century B. a., to say nothing of a 
still earlier date. Yet scholars have persisted in looking at the 
Ezra "documents" through the medium of a theory, and llave 
found it possible to hold the view that the language in which they 
are written belongs to the sixth and fifth centuries,35 while dating 
the Aramaic of Daniel in the second century- as though the 
Corpus Inscridptionum Semiticaram did not exist. 

Now, however, the papyri of Assuan and Elephantine have 
given us abundant material confirmiilg most decisively the witness 
of the inscriptions. The first publishers of these texts have not 
made the rilatter plain, to be sure; in fact, what they have written 
wotlld rather tend to mislead inquirers in regard to this point. 
Sachau, Drei aramatsche PaLpyrusurkundeta avs EleLphantine, 
1907, p. 3, writes: "Die Sprache, in der sie geschrieben sind, ist 
in allen wesentlichen Stucken identisch mit derjenigen der ara- 
maischen Kapitel in den Buchern Esra und Daniel, und ihre 
Phraseologie bietet nahe Bertihrungen mit derjenigen der amtlichen 
Urkunden im Esrabuche." And Sayce and C!owley had previously 
written in their publication, AramaicPapyrt Disco?ered at Assuan, 
1906, p. 20: "Much of the interest of the texts lies in the many 
points of contact which they show with Palestinian Aramaic as 
represented by the books of Ezra and Daniel. The differences 
cFre due no doubt AparGly to the difference of locality, parGly also 
perhaps to the jpopular style of the deeds as compared with the 
literary style of BiblicGll Aramaic" (the italics are mine)* But 
this merely obscures the true state of the case. Of course the 
language of all these writings, biblical and extra-biblical, is 
Aramaic and (more or less) JewishX The "points of contact" 
could be taken for granted; the points of dif f erence are what 
we most need to consider. 

35 Those who think that these documents are genuine, and were preserved in an archive, 
must of course hold that they are written in their original dialect. To suppose that they 
have been systematically altered throughout, in such a way as carefully to remove all tho6e 
traces by which they could be recognized a* genuine, is to attribute to the Chronicler or to 
his predecessors an altogether unexamseled stusidity, especially since the archaisms would 
not in the least impair the intelligibility of the documents. 
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One of the most significant facts in the history of the develop- 
ment of the old West-Aramaic dialect is the gradual replacement 
of certain sibilants by their corresponding dentals. In our oldest 
Aramaic inscriptions, including those (such as the coins of 
Mazaeus) which date from the fourth century, for example, the 
relative pronoun is always T X and the root of the demonstratives 
is T; in all the inscriptions (from whatever land) dating from 
the third century B. a. or later, the relative pronoun is always 
t, and the demonstrative root is wt . The condition of things in 
biblical Aramaic, as regards the sibilants and dentals in general, 
is altogether like that which is found in classical Syriac and the 
Aramaic of the Targums; that is, it belongs to the final stage 
of the development. In the important group of inscriptions from 
Zenjirli and Nerab, dating from the seventh and eighth centuries 
B. c., the vocabulary has not yet begun to be "Aramaic" in 
the matter of these dentals and sibilants. It stands at the oppo- 
site extreme, in this regard, from the vocabulary of biblical 
Aramaic. 

The Assuan-Elephantine papyri, which cover the greater part 
of the fifth century, dating from 471 to 408 B. a. furnish just the 
added information which was needed, for they occupy in the 
most unequivocal manner, the middle ground between the 
language of the old inscriptions named and that of the Aramaic 
of the Old Testament. The relative pronoun is eT, everywhere, 
and all but invariably. In one test, Cowley's E, ll. 11 and 16, 
: is found, in the combination eD5eC. Similarly, the demon- 
strative root, in all the papyri, is T, not C. We have the forms 
t:T, 7:T, nT, ST, :T, a multitude of them in the aggregate; 
while forms written with n occur twice, S:: and eD-T, both 
found in the same test. In the case of nouns and verbs the 
"Aramaic" transformation of the susceptible classes of sibilants 
is already well under way; we have mbe (not mU::), n-Tt nnn, 

etc., also ¢:-T, S¢: "arm," :nD, StrX7D, etc.; but these side 
by side with Sm^IT, Sachau I, 12 28; II 10, and 3t:T (while in 
Ezra we have l¢:: and ;n:n¢:8), Sachau III, 1 f. That is, in 
the Jewish Aramaic of Egypt which prevailed so late as 408 B. a. 
the characteristically Aramaic forms of the demonstrative and 
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relative pronouns were only just beginning to make their appear- 
ance, while the more estensive change of which this is only a 
single manifestation had not progressed far. From the way in 
which this corresponds to the progress of the same dialect in 
northern Syria, we can draw a sure conclusion as to the Aramaic 
which was written at this time in Judea. It is beyond reasonable 
doubt that if we could come now into the possession of specimens 
of Palestinian Aramaic of the fourth century B. a., we should 
find that during this period the C-forms of the pronouns gradually 
gained the upper hand, appearing only occasionally in the first 
part of the century, but becoming the rule during its closing 
years. Then later on, in the third centuryf was reached that 
settled state of things, in this regard, which we see henceforth in 
biblical Aramaic, the inscriptions of Nabatea and Palmyra, and 
the other later representatives of the western dialect. Thus the 
linguistic evidence agrees entirely with the conclusions reached 
on other grounds. 

In numerous other particulars, however, the biblical dialect is 
itself seen to be in a transitional stage, showing the beginning, 
or the early stages, of certain tendencies which became fixed at a 
later day. For example, in the Egyptian papyri, and previously, 
the preformative of the causative stetn is ^, not S; similarly in 
the other derived stems which begin with a hreathing. In bib- 
lical Aramaic several of these forms begin with s (see the note 
above); in the MegillcFth Tatntth and some of tile other old 
specimens of the later Jewish Aramaic the forms written with r 

are rare; so also in Nabatean inscriptions; later still, they dis- 
appear altogether. In the use of the forms ::t, 3:Let for the 
pronoun of the 3d pers. sing. masc., biblical Aramaic agrees with 
the fifth-century papyri (822n). But in both Daniel and Ezra 
appears the form 58:S, which soon after became universal (with 
slight modifications here and there). The use of the proleptic 
suffix-pronoun, so characteristic of the Aramaic dialects from 
Esra and Daniel onward, seems hardly to have begun as early as 
the fifth century, judging from the papyri and the inscriptions. 
Another instructive instance is found in the forms of the con- 
struct infinitive of the derived rerbal stems. For these infini- 
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tives, two nearly identical abstract noun-forms A ^5Xp[/:], etc., 
and B t5t2[72], etc., are chiefly used in the various stages of 
the language. For the absolute infinitive, forms of type A 
are everywhere used in biblical Aramaic, and continue to be 
regular in the Jewish dialects. Forms of type B are regular in 
classical SyriacX and appear in other gentile dialects; e. g., 
n::nn7:5 in the Palmyrene Tariff, IIc, l. 4. For the construct 
infinitive, on the other hand, forms from the type B early gained 
the upper hand, even in Jewish Aramaic. Doubtlsass there was 
a time when constructs formed from A were commonly used, but 
we see in Ezra and Daniel only the vanishing traces of sllch a 
usage. In Ezr. 4:22 we find DpT:^5, and in Dan. 5:12 nnos; 

though some of our recent commentators and editors have wished 
to ';emend" away these most interesting and important examplest 
Similar forms appear now and then in the later Jewish dialects 
of Palestine (Dalman, Grctmm.2, 279), see for example Dalman's 
Dialekt?roben, 16, l. 16 38r>]2D72@36 

The number of these illustrations might easily be increased 
still further. But enough has been said to show clearly the 
stage of linguistic development, in general, which is occupied by 
the Aramaic sections of Ezra. 

IV. PROPER NAMES AND FOREIGN WORDS 

1. Pro?er Names 

In beginning this brief treatment of the proper names which 
are characteristic of the Aramaic part of Ezra, a preliminary 
word of a general character may be permitted. The names which 
Jewish parents in the Persian and ()reek periods gave to their 
children were not always, and perhaps not often, given because 
of their significance. Doubt.less there had been a time, in early 
Hebrew history? when the etymology of the name was the prime 
consideration leading to the choice of it; but that time had been 
long outgrown, and the Jews, like other peoples, had becotne 

36 Nbldekee Mandaische Grammatik, p. 142, n. 3t regards the final -a of these absolute 
infinitives of type A as the e m p h a t i c, rather thaxl the f e m i n i x1 e, exldiIlg. It seems to 
me that the evidexlce here presexlted, iIl view of the history of the absolute state iIl old 
Aramaic axld the analogy of the infillitives euding in 1-, is decidedly agaiIlst this view. 
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accustomed to choose names simply because they liked the sound 
of them, or because they were borne by relatives or friends, or 
for some good omen which (quite irrespective of their origin) 
they were supposed to carry. This fact is especially evident 
from the extent to which foreign names were given to the chil- 
dre?n of Jewish parents. When a Jewish narrator chooses such 
names as "Esther" and "Mordecai" for his hero and heroine, it 
is plain that names borrowed from the surrounding peoples were 
used in those days very mucl4 as they are in the most civilized 
nations at the present time. And all the indications which we 
have point in this direction. The Chronicler's lists (compiled 
by him presumably from the names of the prominent Jews of his 
own time) contain a considerable number of names like "Elam," 
" Pah. ath-Moab," "Nebo," and ';Bagoi" (slm ), all of which 
designate true Israelites. The writer of the stories in the first 
part of Daniel names one of his heroes 8:: C:g, a name which 
certainly would never have been selected if it had not been well 
known as Jewish; so also when the pious father Mattathias names 
one of his boys "Gaddi" (from the heathen god),37 it is evident 
that the time had long passed when names had to be taken at 
their exact face value. We should suppose, moreover, on general 
grounds, that during the period of Persian rule Babylonian and 
Persian names would have become popular in Jerusalem and 
Judea, as well as among the Jews of the Dispersion. This does, 
in fact, sf3em to have been the case, as the evidence from Pales- 
tine, Babylonia, and Egypt shows us. 

It has been quite usual among Old Testament scholars, how- 
ever, to assume that a Babylonian name means a Babylonian, a 
Persian name a Persian, and so on. Thus Cowley, Pclpyri, p. 13, 
speaking of the names which occur in these Jewish-Aramaic rec- 
ords from Upper Egypt: "In some cases the father and son bfear 
names belonging to different languages, which points to racial 
intermarriage. Thus Satibarsanes is the son of Athar-ili, a name 
which is itself Assyrianized Aramaean, and Bagadates- the Persian 
Baga-d$ta is the son of the Babylonian Nabu-kuduri-[uzur]. 

37SeetheEncycl.Bibl.,article "Maccabees,"01,col.2851,where I have tried to show 
that the names Judah, Simon, Eleazar, Jouathan, etc., were the o f f i c i a 1 names adopted 
by the Hasmonean princes, not the names giveu them by their father. 
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The Babylonians indeed, seem to have been as numerous at Syene 
as the Persians, and like them could hold official posts." But this 
is, I think, a mistaken view, even where athe Jews are not con- 
cerned at all. Even iIl those days, a name was common property, 
to some estent, and available for any who fancied it. In regard 
to Jewish names aOWley says(ibid., p. 37): "The name of Hoseas 
father, Peti-khnAm, the gzJt of Khnflm, seems to imply that the 

son was a Fewish proselyte .................... In mediaeval and modern 

times, however,-it is customary to find Fews using two names, one 
Hebrew and one vernacular for ordinary purposes. Possibly the 
practice had already begun,38 and Peti-khnum and As-hror were 
the non-Hebrew names borne by Jews who were rather lax in their 
religious views." But we are under no necessity of supposing 
that the men bearing these names were either gentiles or "Jews 
who were las in their religious views," any more than we need 
suppose that every Jew named "Isidor" is either the child of 
Egyptian parents or else a worshiper of Isis! Of course it is 
true that the population of the large cities both in Egypt and in 
Palestine at this time was a mixture of many races and national 
ities; it is also true doubtless, that some attention was paid to the 
etymology of names. As a rule, Persians bore Persian names, 
Fews Hebrew names, and so on; but considerable latitude must 
be left for e2rceptions to the rule. Sachau, Papyrusurkunden, 
p. 37> writes: "Wenn nun Sanaballat. seinen Sohnen judaische 
Namen gab, so war er vermutlich von Gleburt ein Nichtjudaer, der 
spater zum Judentum tbergetreten war, oder er war von Gleburt 
Jude und hatte svegen irgendeiner Rteksicht auf die persische 
Herrschaft einen babylonischen Namen angenommen..... 
Warum Sanaballat nicht gleich einen persischen Namen anstatt 
eines babylonischen angenommen, ist nicht ersichtlich." But it 
is probable that Sanaballat. was either a H:ebrew of the North- 
Palestinian stock, or else of Fewish origin, and quite possible in 
either case that he had borne this name from his childhood. It 
may well be that the name was borne by many in the land, including 

38This supposition of occasional double names is correct, ns the text published by 
Sachau shows plainly. 'Anani (>::>)7 ttle brottler 0 the high priest in Jerusalem, bore also 
the Persian name 7nD:s 
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some devout Jews.39 "Zerubbabel7) is a good Babylonian name, 
but was probably given, without much thought as to its etymology 
to the Jewish boy at his birth. Similarly, "Sheshbazzar" had in 
all likelihood been naturalized as a tTewish name. 

Since the interpretation of not a few of the proper names in the 
Ezra documents depends on an understanding of the popular Jewish 
notions in regard to the origin and history of the S amaritanF, 
a preliminary word on that subject will be in place. 

The Samaritans claimed to be, and probably were in the main, 
a IIebrew people of fairly pure blood.4° The Jews, on the con- 
trary maddened by the pretensions of this rival temple and its 
adherents, insisted that the Samaritans were no H:ebrews at all. 
The Jewish tradition as to the origin of this northern community 
attached itself mainly to II Kings 17:24-41; cf. 17:3-6 and 
18:9-11. The narrative as we have it is not historical, but merely 
fanciful, and appears to date, at least in its present form, from a 
time later than the Samaritan secession. Be that as it may, it is 
certain that the stanclard Jewish tradition asserted that the people 
who constituted the rival church were a mixed rabble brought into 
the land by the Assyrian king Shalmanassar. Then it was, 
according to the tradition, that the great transfer of peoples took 
place, the heathen being brought in to take the place of the deported 
Israelites; and the author of this del)ortation is always said to have 
been Shalmanassar (cf. Tobit 1:2, 15, 16). The manner in which 
Ezr. 4:9 f. attaches itself to the account given in II Kings will 
appear below. This being the case, the statement made in Ezr. 4:2 
is very noticeable and interesting. The reason why the (:hronicler 
should thus make the Samaritans ascribe their own deportation to 
EsarActddon may be conjectured, however. Very like]y he reasoned, 
shrewdly enough, that this documentary admission of their own 
"hfeathen" origin would weigh all the heavier against them if it 
was manifestly independent of the Jewish tradition.4l 

39 Nbl(ieke, Zeit.schrift ftbr Assy iologies 1907 p. 2/04, noto 2, says in regard to one of the 
names in Nehemiah: " Ein ecllter Ammoniter hAtte kaum ^>:1: geheissen." But do we 
know so definitely as this what an " echter Ammonitern' was, at tllat time, anll how strict 
the Ammollites wt re in the nlatter of names? 

40 So modern anthropologists have generally decided. 
4lThe Greek readings of the name in 4:2 are not without interest as characteristic 

specimens of text-corruption. The L text of Theollotion has [NJaxopSav; the N coming from 
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The following is a list of the proper names which are charac- 
teristic of these Aramaic documents in Ezra: 

1S::S 4:10. So the massoretic text, with which the Egyptian 
Greek of Esra, Aervafap, and the Vulgate, Osnappar, agree. 
There is some evidence, however, that this was not the read- 
ing of the Aramaic text froln which Theodotion made his 
version, early in the second century A. D. The L text gives 
here :£a)t,tavaap7Ws. This is hardly a correction, for the 
connection with the narrative in II Kings is not a necessary 
one; moreover, the occurrence of the name A%op8av in the 
parallel verse 2, just above, shows that no theory was at work 
here. The I Esdras fragment does not contain the passage, 
which seems to have been interpolated after the time when 
the old Greek translation was made (see below). In all 
probability, Fosephus had a Greek version of it before him 
when he wrote, judging from the words ovs .... aeyaqu 
EaBFavaap7Ws . . . . zarf:,l)zlev ev :£a,perta (A ntt. si, 2, 1 ) . 
On the basis of this evidence, as well as on the ground of 
general probability, we may venture to restore "Shalmanas- 
sar." From the form ¢::7:U: 42 came ¢::22S, and then 
bS::S, these changes being only such as have occurred 
many times over in the proper names of this book. The 
Egyptian Greek here is the result of correction to correspond 
with the corrupt reading of our MT. 

S:t32 4:9. The gentilic name of the people of a certain 
" nation " ( S22 ) from which the Samaritans had been 

the preceding rR,uepav, and the AxopSav being a careless haplogram of A¢opxaSav (cf. th'e Vul- 
gate AsorhaddoX). The reading (>f the I Esdr. fragment was A¢,Sa¢ape@( !), which originated 
asfollows: lntheoldGreekversion lnnncs wastransliteratedby a¢ape@"v (ordoubtless 
originally atropf8"v), and this in the process of transmission lost the ambiguous ex}ding zv 
and received at the beginning an increment which may have been due to dittography, but in 
which the recollection of the name Ea¢a,Saa¢ap also esercised its influence. The close rela- 
tionship ameng tle various Hexaplar tests is well illustrated here, both of the blunders 
in A<rEaKafaE (codd. B, N, and the Ethiopic) being reproduced, with one estra one, in 
mq ^1 (Sod. A has the correct reading; The L test gives AxopSav, a conspicuous 
example of contamination from the canonical Greek. 

42It is natural to suppose that the 5 was as commonly omitted as the A was in the 
Greek. In II Kings 17: 3, B has Ea,uevaap; in 18: 9, A has Ea,zovaap, In Tobit 1: '9, 15, 16, 
both recensions read [z]eve,zea¢ap (the z from the word rR,zepaus immediately preceding in 
two of the three passages) . In I Esdr. 2 :11, 14; 6 :17, 19, where the S;yrian test substitutes 
' Shalmanassar " for ' Sanolbassar," Origen's text had Ea,zovaavap in 2:11 and 14. 
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recruited. Probably "Persians," the initial s having been 
transposed by aecident from the preceding word. 

s:ncrs 4: 9. Another gentilic ad jective. (:reated (on the 
basis of the word St::bSS, 5:6; 6:6) by the interpolator 
of 4:9 f., in the manner described below. 

SJ^n:lS Another of the names in the list of 4:9. "Men of 
Erech;" perhaps originally ̂ 3:bS (for St-) ? 

arcl:rnns 7:12 (cf. 7:1; Neh. 2:1, etc.). The form used in 
the massoretic tradition to designate Artaxerxes II Mnemon; 
see the name below. 

sn::rn¢s 4:8, 11, 23. The massoretic way of writing the 
name of Artaserxes I Longimanus; that of Artaxerxes II (in 
Ezr., chaps. 7, 8; Neh., chaps. 2, 5, 13) being always written 
with :. (Dontrast with this the spelling of the name in the 
Jewish papyri of the fifth century B. a., found in Egypt, 
where it is always written :::b>bR; so also on the stele 
from Assuan, Rdpertoire d'Rpigraphie sdmitique, 438,1. 4.43 

S5nt A gentilic name frotn the list in 4: 9. " Men from 
Babylon." 

S^:^: 4:9. Originally the noun "judges," which had been 
interpolated in the Aramaic tett of 4:11 which tay before 
the "I Esdras" trarlslator; see below. Thence made into 
a gentilic adjective by the author and interpolator of vss. 9 f.; 
cf. the note on a^;n:ns. 

7Dl3Wl: 4:24; 5:5; 6:1, etc. Darius (Nothuss according to the 
view of these Fewish writers). Compare the Egyptian 
spelling :W128ml7, occurring uniformly in the Jewish Ara- 
maic papyri from Egypt.44 

S5gbt Gentilic name from the list in 4:9. The only name of a 
locality which seems to meet the requirements is Tespa7rokls. 
This included Antioch, Seleucia, Apamea, and Laodicea 
(Strabo, xvi, 749, 750); a region which we should expect to 
see represented here, since according to II Kings 17:24 

43It must be remembered, however, that this is the Egyptian form of the name, cor- 
responding to the misnner of writing it in the hieroglyphic characters. The form given us 
by the massoretes differs only slightly from those which we find in the cuneiform records: 
Artaksatsu (KB iv, :812, 4), A} takGassu (Stevenson, Assyr. and Bab. CQ7wtracts, 198, No. 40, 7), etc. 

44 Notice also, in this connection, that the '; documents " in Ezra use the late and incor- 
rect form 25nDU!D, written with :, which prevailed in the (3reek period. So in all 
three of the passages (5: 12, 14; 6: 5) where the name occurs. 
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Shalmanassar brought the Samaritans not only from Baby- 
lonia, but also "from Hamath." The fact that the verse 
containing the word was interpolated at a comparatively late 
day makes it easy to accept this GUreek name. 

UllRi: 4:8, 17, 23. The name of the IYt bSt, or "reporter" of 
the afEairs of the province, who dwelt in Samaria in the time 
of Artaxerxes I. An Aramaic name, and one which the 
Chronicler is fond of inserting in his lists. The form Pdde 
,uos, found in I Esdras, is the result of corruption in the 
GUreek, PAOY M OC becoming PA@Y M OC. 

S^::7Dilt: Still another gentilic name from the list in 4:9. Ap- 
parently "men from Susa." The form is interesting, if the 
: really stands for the Persian suffix -ka. 

^7D72;D 4:8, 17, 23. Name of the secretary who was associated 
with Reh. um. Evidently the same name as the Babylonian 
Samas-a-a, found in Stevenson, Assyrian and Babylonian 
Contracts, No. 37, l. 17. It also appears in Syria at a later 
day. The I Esdras reading Eage)t\os came from CAM6AIOC 
= CAMCAIOC; i. e., a copyist carelessly put the cross-bar in 
the wrong letter. 

b:m7D1D 5:14, 16. I have already discussed this name at length, 
in dealing with tlle first chapter of Egra, and have shown that 
the I Esdras reading "Sanabassar" is the result of early 
GUreek corruption from Eff,8affp. Probably a naturalized 
Jewish name. 

^:TiIt-W>:D 5: 3, 6; 6: 6, 13. This is probably a miswriting of the 
Persian name bT-8mblD, Satibarzanes, which appears in the 
Assuan papyri (Cowley's A, l. 16, possibly also E, l. 18). 
Perhaps, however, tb7:(s), Istar, + ^:TiIm, the Persian end- 
ing which appears in the Greek transcription MSpo,Sov¢vrs, 
Diod. Sic. xvii, 2t, 3; Arrian, Anab., i, 16, 3. As for the 
proposal to emend here to '¢n7:, it is not even probable 
that this Jewish narrative was ever written in the old 
Hebrew characters. It is uncertain, and a matter of small 
importance, whether the narrator wished to represent the 
bearer of this name as a Persian or as a Samaritan of Per- 
sian extraction, but the latter is more likely. 
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^3rn 5:3, 6; 6:6, 13. ABabylonianname. Theequivalentof the 
Taddctnnu which is found in Babylonian records of the time of 
Nabunaid and Cyrus (Muss-Arnolt, D.ictionary, pp. 1148 f. ). 
That the form Tattannu also existed may be taken for granted, 
since the verb natazu (for nadanu) is common, and found 
also in proper names.45 Originally an abbreviated (hypo- 
coristic) form, cf. the name Nabu-taddannu, Muss-Arnolt, loc. 
cit. The pronullciation of the name is correctly transmitted 
by the massoretes. That the @aS#ara of cod. A and its 
fellows is Theodotion's own transliteration needs no argument; 
the forms @v@zo, Tav#zo, etc., are arbitrary improve- 
ments. The old Greek translator (represented by I Esdras), 
who was a well-read man, conjectured E;E¢iZJZs, but the con- 
jecture is of no value for us.46 

The namebs :5Dn, bUt>7t, and 52:U, 4: 6 ( MT 7 ) , may 
also be mentioned here, though they occur in a verse (the 
Chronicler?s) which is not writterl in Aramaic. :15^:n is appar- 
ently the Babylonian name Bel-sallim;47 cf. lVabu-sallim 
(Stevensorl, Assyr. and Bab. Contracts, p. 148), Sin-sallimani 
(Muss-Arnolt, p. 1042), etc. The original "I Esdras" translit- 
eration was BlXe,uos or Bx7ffXe,uos, and the ff was accidentally 
dropped by a copyist. The "BeeX¢l,uos" of the I Esdras L text 
is a flagrant instance of textual contamination, since it is merely 
one of the corrupt variants of the transliteration of tlYU bY: 
BeeXrejuos, >,uos,-ffe,uos; which are fotlnd here even in the appa- 
ratus of Niese's Josephus. As for the other two names: bU-l>7D, 
Mithradates, is Persian, and is employed by the (!hronicler also 
in Ezr. 1: 8; iStU, Tab-'el, is Aramaic, and occurs also in Isaiah 
7:t3. 

45Since this was written, I have seen Clay's article, "Aramaic Indorsements on the 
Documents t)f the MuraSu Sons," in the 0. T. and Sem. Studies in Memo? of W. R. Harper, 
Vol. 1 (1908), pp. 287-321. The name given in his No. 18 (pp. 293 306) is the very oIle which is 
needed. The document is dated in the second year of Darius IIs and the name is Tattannu, 
writea 7^tl in the accompanyiDg Aramaic characters. 

46Cowley, Assua?w Papyri, p. 42, writes: i'Two Babylonian contracts of the first and 
third years of Darius describe Tatnai as gove?nor of E6tr-ndri." This is a mistake, based 
on a conjectural emendation of our text which never had atly probability. 

47By supposiag an Aramaic name Bel-&alam, "Bel is peace," we could retain the 
massoretic pointing, rlit: But we have thus far no entirely satisfactory analogies for 
such a name. 
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It may be merely accidental, but it is certainly worthy of 
notice, that in each one of these enumerations by name of the 
enemies of the Jews, the names are suchW as to point to as many 
different nationalities as possible. In 5:3, etc., Tattenai 
is Babylonian and Satibarzanes is Persian; in 4:8, etc., Rehum 
is native AramaicS and also Jewish (and of course the Samaritan 
community was supposed to contain Hebrews and renegade Jews, 
as well as foreigners), and Shimshai is Babylonian; in 4r:t3 (7) 
Bishlam is Babylonian, AIithradath is Persian, and Tab'el is Syrian 
(representing apparently those Samaritans who were brought from 
the region of Hamath). It is true, as was pointed out above, that 
at the time when this was written the nationality of names counted 
for much less than had formt3rly been the case; but on the other 
hand, it cannot be doubted that the Jewish narrators of the time 
did recognize the distinction between names in this regard, and 
created 4'local color" accordingly. And it is quite certain that 
" even in the IIellenistic period a native of Palestine or of any other 
country inhabited by Jews might without diiiiculty have collected 
a large number of Persian names'? (Noldeke,Encyl. Bibl., article 
';Esther,'' §3). 

2. The Ptoreign Words 
What has just been said in regard to Persian names is also true 

of other Persian words. The Chronicler, or the author of Daniel, 
or any other story-teller of the Greek period in Jerusalem, could 
easily procure as many of these words as he wished to use. When 
it is observed how much fewel in proportion these Persisms are in 
the Jewish papyri of Egypt than they are in the Aramaic of Ezra 
and Daniel, the conclusion lies near at hand that our narrators 
introduced at least some of them for eSect. 

The nature and manner of use of one or two of the words, 
moreover7 point in the same direction. Such a common word as 
the adverb 4'diligently" need not have been borrowed by the Ara- 
maic from any foreign source; yet we find it eight times, in 
these Ezra documents, expressed by the one or the other of two 
curious Persian ( ?) words which are otherwise unknown. It is 
hard to believe that this represents the actual usage of any period 
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of Jewish (or any other) Aramaic. If the adverb occurred only 
once or twice we might not look on it with suspicion, but this obvi- 
ous parading of it can hardly be accidental. 

It is perhaps not surprising, on any theory, that the origin of 
about one half of thesse foreign words should remain more or less 
obscure. It is usually only the etymology which is uncertain, 
however, for the meaning is made plain by the context in nearly 
every case. The most of the words which can be recognized are 
Persian or Babylonian; two or three are Greek; of the remainder, 
nothing can be said with confidence at present. 

SUT-17S 7:23. An adverb, meaning "diligently, zealously," as 
'the context shows. It looks like a Persian word, but no 
plausible explanation of it has been given thus far. It seems 
to be the equivalent of S:nX3CR; see below. 

SO-1SCS 5:8; 6:8, 12, 13; 7:17 21, 26. Also an adverb, with 
the same meaning as the preceding- and no other meaning 
will fit all the places where it occurs. The I Esdras trans- 
lator renders both alike by e7rs,L4eXzs. The word is otherwise 
anknown, and the attempted explanations of it are far-fetched. 
We are certainly not Justified in connecting it with the prob- 
lematic word in the Aramaic inscription, C7IS, II, 108. The 
reading of the word there (generally given as l¢g:s) is by 
no means assured; the sense of the whole inscription is 
unknown; and the meaning " exact," usually postulated 
there, will not do at all in the Ezra passages. 

S^::ngS 5:6; 6:6. An o;goiGll title of the governors of the 
Transflumen of whom Tattenai was one. Apparently the 
Aramaic plural of the naturalized Greek word et7rap%os the 
: and: being transposed (naturally; as in Al-iskandar for 
Alexander, etc.)7 and the plural ending added in the usual 
way. These are the *1r1 ;1 bnS tiXltS, "the eparchs of the 
Transflumen," Ezr. 8:36; Neh. 2:7, 9, and c'qrap%os is the 
usual equivalent (cf. sCdie steindige Bezeichnung,?' Meyer, 
Entstehung, 32, note) of ^tg.48 It is quite likely that the 
author of these documents supposed this to be a Persian word. 

48 That Tattenai is thought of here as the satrap of the whole Transflumen, is of course 
not the case. He was the '; governor " of his province, just as Zerubbabel, at the same time, 
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C>gS 4:13. From the context, evidently a feminine noun signi- 
fying " revenue," as scholars have generally agreed. The 
suggestion of Andreas, "damage"(!), in Marti's glossary, is 
plainly impossible. Neither the old G>reek translator nor 
Theodotion ventured to render the word. I have no doubt 
that it is a Greek technical term; either eFriTatls, "taxation," 
or eFrefflS, "impost," either one of which words might have 
been transliterated in this way. In favor of the former 
might be cited the passage lIerod. iii, 89, where, in speaking 
of the imposition of tribute by Darius upon the various 
divisions of the Persian empire, the phrase qw evrivatls vov 
fopov is used. But the terms fTlTl08Ual, fTefflS, are also 
used technically in speaking of the "imposition" of tribute, 
fines, and the like, and in view of the escact transliteration 
of the latter word it is to be preferred. This explains the 
gender of the verb pT:*^r; the phrase 1'Di7: C>SS (notice 
that it is not S:57: or S^:5::) means n afflXlKn fTefflS, 

"the royal taxation," and the gender of the borrowed word is 
retained, as usual. Here, again, it is quite likely that the 
Aramaic narrator did not know the origin of the term, but 
supposed it to be Persian. It is barely possible that the 
writing with £3 is due to a reminiscence of the sound of the 
Greek vr. As for the vowel pointing Uh2, it is exactly 
as valuable as that of :m>j2, for ECSapls, in Dan. 3:5, 7, 10. 

S:n722 5:3, 9. A good illustration of the relative excellency of 
MT, inasmuch as both the old GEreek translator and 
Theodotion (versions nearly or quite three hundred years 
apart) had the word before them in the form Sbs; 
the former as S-15S, vveeyv, "roof," and the latter as S8j2, 
%opyia, " outlay " (for hired labor) . So long, therefore, as 
the word given in MT remained otherwise unattested, the 
only safe critical procedure was to adopt the reading Sbj2. 
But now the word S:bEDS has again come to light in the 

was governor (7"1nt), 6:7) in Judea, as Sheshbazzar had been previously (5:14), and as 
Bagohi is said in the Sachau papyri to have been the nnn nnm in the years 411-408. The 
narrator uses the term g>D:tX3g, e7ropXor, bere in the same way that his immediate suc- 
cessor, the Chronicler, uses the equivalent terms in his " Ezra Memoirs," 8: 36, where Ezra, 
after arriving in Jerusalem, hands over the decrees of the king l5 97: :m^,rtn2ei 
mmn7n mr rnnnmm. 
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papyri published by Sachau, the reading being quite certain. 
In the Egyptian document ( Drei aram. Pajpywasur7vanden, 
I, Il) it signifies a part (just which part, is not clear) of 
the temple at Elephantine; in the Ezra passages, also, it has 
always been evident that it stands for a part of the temple at 
Jerusalem. I believe that the word means " colonnade;" 
that it is the same as the lb: of the Bod-'astart inscription, 
CIS, I, 4, 1. 4; and that it is probably to be connected with 
the Assyrian word sarinna.49 In the description of the 
destruction of the Jewish temple in Egypt, first the inner 
sanctuary is mentioned, with its pillars; then the gates, with 
their doors; then the roofing, made of beams of cedar; then 
"the rest of50 the portico," S::1:S b^n^U:, "and whatever 
else was there." The phrase "and the columns which were 
there," used in speaking of the sanctuary proper, may 
perhaps be taken to imply that there were other columns 
elsewhere, namely in the outer court. As for the context in 
Ezra, it is at least natural to suppose that there an important 
and conspicuous part of the whole structure is meant. Poin-t 
perhaps S:b:S ? I am of course fully aware of the precarious 
character of these conclusions. 

i5t Only in the standing phrase 7;r11 :5 t18;:, 4: 13, 20 ; 
7:24. lit is not to be separated from the Babylonian abatu, 
though the precise nature of the form is still uncertain (per- 
haps a colloquially shortened form in this phrase of 
nnia=bilati?). t8:7: is also a Babylonian loan-word, 
mandattu, as is well known. Also in the form t18:, 6:8; 
Neh. 5 :a. 75r1, judging from its etymology, means customs 
"gang und vebe," binding usage (as regards tribute); cf. 
t:5t, and the English word "custom" meaning tax. It is 
not likely that it has anything to do with roads, as some 
have supposed. Probably not a loan-word from the Baby- 
lonian, though the latter appears to have some closely ana- 
logous usage, cf. especially the various uses of ilkt. 

-49 I have previously suggested the connection of the Phoenician word with the Assyrian; 
Jour7zal of the Am. Or. Soctety, Vol. XXIII, 1902, pp. 171 f. 

50So read and interpreted by Fraenkel, Theol. Litz., 23 Nov., 1907, and NGldeke, ZA, 
XST, 199, while Sachau reads n>n>: 
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uleTj 7:'M1. The Persian word "treasurer;" possibly borrowed 
through the Babyloniarl, where it also appears.5l 

b7 7:12, 14 21, 25, 26. The Persian word "law." Also used 
in the Aramaic of Daniel. 

;;"1 Possibly borrowed ? See the note on C5: . 
*tUD7: See the note on li:1. 
nn>Z: 4:18, 23; 5:5. Also, in Hebrew, 4:7; 7:11. A rloun 

meaning "letter;" origin not yet satisfactorily explained. 
The resemblance to old Persian nijpistam, modern Persian 
v; , "writing," is too close to be accidental. Possibly 

. 

the result of writing down an unfamiliar word from hearsay ? 
157D¢}3 4:1l, 23; 5:6. Also, in Hebrew, 7:11 and (in the form 

liU3rS) Esther 3:14; 4:8; 8:13. Apparently a genuine 
Persian loan-word, "copy;" but the origin of the form, and 
the relation to that found in Esther, are not yet clear. 

t:lrS 4: 17; 5: 7, Il; 6: Il. Also Dan. 3: 16; 4: 14, and ( Hebrew) 
Esth. I:20; Eccles. 8:11; very common in later Aramaic 
and classical Syriac. Jt is an exact synonym of Flmf, i. e. 
"word," which is occasionally weakened to " thing.' It 
does not mean "answer," nor "decree," nor "message," as is 
often affirmed; and it thus stands at some distance, both in 
meaning and in form, from the modern Persian paigham, 
"message" (the "old Persian patighama" from patigam, 
"arrive," has not actually been found). The hypothesis of 
a Greek loan-word, namely +06¢y,ua, "word, utterance," is 
more probable on all grounds. The Greek translators render 
t:l>rD regularly by p?}yx and Boeyos; the word in its Syriac 
form is also used ordinarily to translate Boeyos, prlua, '7ros, 

¢>0oeyeyos,+0oeyeyn,+0ey (Syr.-Hex. inJob6:26,Wisd. I:11). 

Of the words discussed in the preceding list, at least four are 
Persian; three (possibly four) are Babylonian; three are Greek; 
two are altogether unknown, but seem more likely to be Persian 
(if they are genuine words) than anything else. (!ounting all 
their occurrences, they appear in these few chapters more than 

5lAs gaxazabat4; Peiser, in ZATW (1897) p. 347. The massoretic pointing is therefore 
of doubtful value; see also Andreas in Marti's glossary. 
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forty times, a very noteworthy fact. Such well-known and 
understood loan-words as tI¢5S, ST:, iD^tI, tItSI, which have 
been truly adopted by the Aramai( , are left out of consideration. 

V. THE HISTORY OF THE TEXT OF 4: S11 

The restoration of vss. 6-11 which is given here is substan- 
tially the same as that which I made in 1895, and printed in my 
Comgposttion of Ezra, p. 6. The principal difference is in the 
treatment of vs. 8, which I formerly regarded as made up of 
two parts, namely, (1) the proper names which had been 
pushed out of vs. 7, and (2) a clause which had originally stood 
at the end of vs. 10, but was now transposed by the copyist in order 
to repair the damage which he had done. On further considera- 
tion, it has seemed to me that the true explanation is simpler than 
this, and that vs. 8, in exactly its present wording, originally 
formed the beginning of the document incorporated by the Chron- 
icler. The conclusion follows of necessity, that the vss. 9-10 
are an interpolation; for it is qllite obvious that the man who 
wrote vs. 8 cannot have written the first words of vs. 9 as its con- 
tinuation. The incorporated narrative, moreover, is not very 
likely to have begun with the word 1s:s; but this would have 
been a natural way of beginning th e in terpolation, which is, 
indeed, made in the easiest possible manner. I have always be- 
lieved the list of names in vs. 9 (see below) to be secondary, 
and it was for the sake of these, and their fling at the Samaritans, 
that the interpolation was made. The first clause of vs. 11) is the 
counterpart of vs. 2,lS, above, and the remainder is derived from 
vs. 17. The first clause of vs. It might belong either to the in- 
terpolation or to the original document; but it is plainly better to 
regard it in the former way. 

This restoration involves no change in the text beyond the 
returning of "Bishlam, Mithredatll, Tabel and his companions" 
to vs. 6, and the filling of the gap thus made in vs. 7 with the 
names "Rehum the reporter asad Shimshai the scribe." By my 
former restoration, vss. 9-11 were made to read more smoothly; 
but an interpolated text is not expected to be smooth. The 
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suspended aonstruction in vss. 9-11, 1':S having no direct con- 
nection with any verb, is in no way lemarkable. 

The variation in the tradition of these verses afforded by the 
I Esdras fragment is both interesting and important. The Greek 
text52 reads: l5'Ezo Be rons e7r 'Aprateptov rov nepl, !3az\ezS 
%pOVONS KaT67pa+eU AVTZ zara rcor zarorzovozr er rp lovs 
'Ispov¢a)tn,u B^crke,uos54 za M@p8arr)s Ka TaeX\os za PaovHos55 
za Bee)tre,uos56 zas Ea,u¢aos57 o eypa,u,uarevs za o \0XT06 0& TOVTONS 

cRUpTa^o'#epoN, O&KOV^TES 86 fM EaHapera za rons akBons To'TONS7 T^ 

V7rOey{¢ypa,U,U6e7J 67rffTO)tQ72* l6Baff)wez 'Apratept?} KVp^@ 06 tan86s 
¢ov Paov,uos o [ypa+Z7v] 58 ra 7rpo¢7r^7rro7vTa za Ea,u¢aos o zpa,u- 
,uarevs Ka o e7r^)t0z7ro vris ,Bov)tris avrz7w Kpran59 ot e7w K0^\p Svpa 
tcAl 4>0>p^Xp. l7Ka PVP 7p@ffT0^ ftSTZ K. T. f. The omissions here 
are very surprising, and almost equally so are the corlflations or 
transpositions. But the phenomena are all capable of explanation. 

The portions of the Hebrew-Aramaic text of the passage which 
are represented in this Greek are the following: (1) T=erse 6, 
or at all events 6b, exactly reproduced.60 In the beginning of the 
verse the name Sb7DtDtC>ng was probably substituted at an early 
date for 7D%niI:;rSX and in that case an abridged combination 
with vs. 7 would have been the natural result. It is perhaps use- 
less to try to determine whether the omission of the half-verse was 
by accident or by design, and whether made first in the Greek or 
in the Hebrew; but in my own opinion it is extremely probable 
that the Hebrew text had been slightly edited here; see further 
below. (2) Verse 7a, every word of which is rendered, while 

52I have emended the Greek only at those points where the evidence seems conclusive. 
53The He2raplar text (inferior, as usual in the Ezra books) has avtfov, 2;o B, Syr., Eth. 
os Perhaps originally BuAa,zos, as a and e interchange with great freedom in the tran- 

6cripts. For the rest, see above, on the proper names. Of course 71 and Z were interchange- 
able at the volition of any scribe. It is not likely that the translator himself wrote 71 here. 

5bSee above, on the proper names. 
56The reading attested also by Josephus, BeeAsewuts, 

57 The form written by the translator. See above, on the proper names. 
58 The word ypa+toV of course, stood here in the original translation, cf. vs. 21. In the 

I Esdras fragment it had been lost through careless transcription; Josephus had it in the 
te2ct before him. The L te2ct is arbitrarily emended, as usual. 

59 A has Kpa rator (the last syllable derived from the following or); B and Eth. omit the 
word, though Syr. has it. The Egyptian recension prefixes Kar, which Jos. and the Syrian 
te2ct (Latin, L) rightly omit. 

6°The word ^::27 is rendered by f7rtT0X71v, as also in Theodotion's translation. 
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considerable additions to it have also been made. These additions 
will be considered presently. The last clause of the verse, telling 
how the letter was "written in Aramaic and translated" (into 
Hebrew) is not rendered at all. This makes it certain that 
vs. 7b was not in the Hebrew text which lay before the translator. 
It is not the custom of this version to make omissions; the clause 
in question is interesting and important, and makes no difficulty; 
it could easily have been incorporated here. (3) The last word 
(s:::) in vese 8, represented by the adjective aoeyeeypafizfize E. 
Of the rest of the verse there is no trace apparent. It was from 
another source that the added names in vs. 7 were derived, as will 
be shown. When it is further observed, that the last words in vs. 
7a are :bS 152 sn::onns Sr, while those at the end of the 
omitted part of vs. 8, standing in a precisely similar context, are 
s:57: an::rn¢sS, it is plain that the whole passage, vss. 7b, 8, 
had been a ccidentally lost from the " I Esdras" E3:ebrew through 
the easy mistake of a copyist. (4) Verse >1, from bS (the be- 
ginning of the letter) onward. That is, the very passage, vss. 9, 
10, Ilaa, which I have already shown to be an interpolation in 
the IIebrew-Aramaic text is wanting here. From vs. Ila,8 onward 
the text is like that of the canonical recension, eJccept that in place 
of the single word ::S in vs. Ilb the Greek has Paovfizos o eypd+Zp 
Ta 7rpo¢7ri7rv0vta Ecal zafibXralos O eyp/bfibaTevs Eca 06 fTiXotTot TNS 

,li0V\S CVTG9IJ ECplTAi, an expansion which, like the similar one in the 
translation of vs. 7, evidently was made in order to restore the two 
(or three) names which had been accidentally lost from the text. 

What, then, is the history of these expansions, in the transla- 
tion of vss. 7 and It ? As for the latter verse, it can hardly be 
doubted, first of all, that the original reading was the single 
word ::S, as in our massoretic text. Now the words inse?rted 
in place of this in the Greek I Esdras are almost an exact render- 
ing of a part of vs. 9, from lNtCul to S^::"T; the conclusion 
might therefore seem necessary, that the translator had vss. 9 
and 10 before him, but omitted all but these few words which he 
transposed into the latter part of vs. Il. But several considera- 
tions flatly forbid this hypothesis. In the first place, it is 
incredible that this translator (whose habits we know well) should 
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omit all thi# important material, if he had it before him. No 
difficulty of the passage would have led him to discard it, of 
this we can be certain. As I have already observed (Harfer 
Memoriat, p. 78), he is sure to stick closely to a difficult or cor- 
rupt text. Again, and more important still, the word S^:^: in its 
contezf tn vss. 9f., does not mean, and cotlld not mean, esplval 
The juxtaposition with the other gentilic names, and the expres# 
statement in vs. 10 that these names, S^::i: .... S^::7, are 
the names of "peoples," leave no room for doubt; and no trans- 
lator could ever have thought of cutting off the first name in the 
li#t and rendering it " judges.' The true state of the case, then, 
isthis: vs. 9 of our canonical text was derived from the 
I Esdras expansion in vs. 11 (see further below), not vtce 
vers. The reason why the addition to vs. 11 was made is so 
obvious as to nx3ed no argument. In the accidentally abridged 
text of this recension there was here no m e n tion of " Rehum 
the reporter and Shimshai the scribe," that is, of the two officials 
who according to vss. 17 and 23 sent the letter, received answer 
to it, and took action accordingly! It was absolutely necessary, 
in any recension, Aramaic or Greek, that their names should 
appear in the introduction of the letter. The insertion had been 
made in th e A ram aic text which our translator followed, as 
the espltai shows beyond all question. The term St;^8, as a 
general designation for these less usual officials, was probably the 
best that the editor could have chosen.6l 

But the history of the other expansion of the I Esdras text, 
the one in vs. 15 ( = vs. 7 of the Hebrew), is essentially diSerent. 
The reason for making the insertion here was the same, it is true; 
but in this case we have to do with the expansion of the GEreek 
translatio a, not of the Semitic original. This is proved by the 
presence of the gloss BeeXve,eos, which appears also in vs. 21 
( - - vs. 17 of the Aramaic text), the source from which the whole 
addition was derived. Vs. 15 ( = vs. 7 of the Elebrew) was very 
troublesome in its abridged state, for it declared that "Bishlam, 
Mithredath, and Tabel" were the authors of "the following 

61 As a mere coincidence with the phrase g>:nn flrtnl::l in Ezr. 4:11 (; I Esdras " 
version) the occurrence of the phrase g:>8 rnltdl \ ;' and llis co}leagues the judges,?' in 
Cowley?s papyrus B, 1. 6, iB interesting. 
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1 e t t e r ," rvIs vqroeyeeypa,u,uelo7Zls eqrerro)tt71o. A translator might well 
allow this to pass (especially since the difficulty had been lessened 
by the interpolation made in the Aramaic of vs. Il), and it was 
in fact left untouched by our translator; but the contradiction was 
still so great that it could not long be permitted to stand. Hence 
the clause, Paov,uos ecal Bee)tre,uos eca Ea,ueraFos o eypa,u,uarevs eca 
Oi XOFTOl Ol TOV7OFS ¢v>rao'eroF, OlKOV^TES 86 fP EaFapera ga rons 
a')tXoFs ro'qroFs, was taken over bodily from vs. 21 and inserted in 
vs. 15 after the other names. As for the Bee')treFos, it certainly 
did not stand in the original rendering. The translator who knew 
that tlYt bYn meant "reporter,"62 o eypa+to ra vrpo¢vrlqrrozora 
would not also have treated it as a proper name, and his rendering 
in vs. 16 shows that he did not so treat it. The gloss was made 
by some later hand in vs. 2l, and was transferred thence to vs. 15 
with the rest of the passage. 

The Hebrew-Aramaic63 text of this passage, Ezr. 4:6-12, in 
the I Esdras recension therefore read as follows: 
rnnnA: :b: mir nn: crx 15"A: snin:rnns ^,:e86,7,8 

t * T * T - T - T : *- 

byll (iD64s:::: :5:8:^: ^882 ^n:^ ig t:n: 7^>8;: :9:: imu 
T *- *' T * T T t *- T 

mau:: ans: u:ru:: nrn brm :mn: ':r s:57: an::rn¢s 

T T T - 

t8j: anni yene(l2) rry:812 s662n*t: mag: ^: at:>: 6358^rm:: 
- *: :- T-T- TT 

This text differs from the massoretic in the following particulars: 
(1) Vss. 6 and 7 have been editorially combined, as already 
stated; (2) Vss. 7b and 8 (except the last word) have bee?n lost 
by the accident of transcription mentioned above; (3) Vss. 9, 10, 
Ilaa, interpolated by a later hand in our m assore tic text, are 
wanting here; (4) The editor has made the (absolutely necessary) 
insertion in vs. Il very skilfully. 

The Greek translator reproduced his original verbatim, as 
usual; and his rendering here has come down to us intacnt except- 

62See the note on the translation of 4:7 (8). 
63 The material out of which the introductory verse was made was undoubtedly left just 

as it was: all Hebrew with the exception of the last word, f72:: . 
64 This word certainly 6tood in the text. When the copyist's eye strayed from the killg's 

name in vs. 7 to the same name in vs. 8, it caught this preparators word also. 
65 The same form which occurs (correctly) in both vss. 17 and '3. The translator, who 

had just rendered the phrase in the preceding sentence, now varies the rendering on literary 
grounds, as he frequently does elsewhere. 

66 The :it was mi6sing here, as well as in the canonical version. 
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ing one particular, namely, that at a later day some one found it 
necessary to harmonize vs. 15 (-vss. 6, 7) with its context by 
inserting in it a paraphrase- almost word for word of the 
greater part of vs. 21. 

Finally, as to the verses, 9, 10, llaa, which have been interpo- 
lated in our massoretic text. They were written by some one who 
had before him both recensions of the Hebrew-Aramaic (namely, 
the original form and the I Esdras form), and whose purpose was 
to deal the Samaritans a more telling blow. The interpolator saw 
the opportunity of showing still farther, in the introduction to this 
official document, what a mixed rabble the Samaritans really were, 
by naming some of the regions from which Shalmaneser67 had 
brought them. That his knowledge of geography and history was 
not very extensive is at least suggested by the last four names in the 
list, "Persians, people of Erech, Babylonians, people of Susa (who 
are Elamites) ." As for the S^5m-1t, they are presumably " people 
of Tetrapolis," as has already been shown. But it is most impor- 
tant of all to observe that the two first names in the list, namely 
S^:^t; and S^:(r):-1SS, are the words used in the documents 
themse lves (as they lay before the interpolator) to designate 
these enemies of the Jews; namely in 4:11 (I Esdras original); 
5:6; 6:6. Whether the interpolator recognized them as official 
titles or not, it is at all events certain that he proceeded to use 
them as gentilic names, thus completing his curious list. More- 
over, by the continuation in vs. 10, "and the rest of the peoples," 
etc., he leaves abundant room for still other heathen ancestors of 
the rival community. 

The way in which the interpolation was made is as simple as 
possible. The text used as the basis was of course the more com- 
plete and (obviously) more correct one. For the beginning of 
the insertion, the secondary clause in the I Esdras text 
of vs. 11 (see above) was adopted verbatim, and the description 
of these "associates" was then continued in the manner just 
described. The whole was introduced by the word l'8s; it is 
hard to imagine any other way in which the interpolation could 
have been eSected so easily. 

67 See above, on the proper name D::f . 
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VI. THE TEXT OF THE PASSAGES 

Our massoretic text of these Aramaic passage?s in Ezra is very 
svell preserved, in the main. It has retained some old forms 
and readings which had disappeared both from Theodotion's t.ext 
and from the original of the "I Esdras" recension. Even the 
vowel-pointing is usually (but of.course not always) trustworthy, 
in these Aramaic passages. Eor the interpretation of the text, 
the old Greek translation, of which we now have only the frag- 
ulents preserved in I Esdras, is very valuable because of its great 
age. It was made about three cfenturies earlier than that of 
Theodotion (our "canonical" version ), at a time when many 
words and matters were still familiar which soon after ceased to 
be understood. 

On the system of punctuation adopted for the text here printed, 
see this Journal, Vol. XXIV, pp. 10 ff. 

SAMARITAN INTRIGUES AGAINST TIIE BUILDING OF TIIE 
TEMPLE 

(Ezr. 4:4 - 6:19) 

TheChronicler UhiS :'521r72i1 t tUt^^ tlY tU :^Bb7: a jnUT tlS ̂ t^: 44 (HebreW) 
c:t:: tt i: :r=y ¢X*rb b:^tgj :^^;y :eni:15 sn:rb 

T T * T 

aThe manner in which this phrase is frequently replated by 
bWI:nS^I ^7=, in the Chronicler's narrative (see my Comgposition, 
p. 18), may show us his idea of the populatioll of Palestine in 
that day. The returning Jewish exiles had as their neighbors 
(aside from Phoenicians, Philistines, Moabites, Arnmonites, etc.) 
merely the motley throng of heathen "peoples of the lands" brought 
in by the Assyrians. Mrhen he uses the term he has the Sama- 
ritans in mind. 

bAs Bertholet and others have remarked, these '4counselors" 
are thought of as at the Persian court. I believe that the Chron- 
icler had in mind some of the ministers of thXe king, using 
the term :^=YXI exactly as he does in I Chron. 27: 3S, Ezr. 7 :14, 
15 (Aramaic ), 28; 8: 25. 

CThe purpose of the Chronicler to make his history con- 
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O crD Uix tomn n>:ix Crn :bS 157: 

b"Tnn: :bU:Je mrn: tinn:b: nitn: :nnnw7ns ntrir:bn6 

T * T * T 

:5:t: **:tre ^m:^ 52 n:n: frtni:: s:t eS>ttX 
*- T * T T T *@ T 

by kmgrr i! 72 n h S i ln T 

tinuous, in this verse and those which follow, is quite unmistak- 
able-and he would have damaged his own work seriously, at this 
point, if he had not done so! During the reign of Cyrus, high 
Persian officials, bribed for the purpose, managed to stop the 
building of the temple. Then followed, immediately, the reign of 
Xerxes, at the very 4'beginning' of which Bishlam and his asso- 
ciates wrote their effective accusation. 

d This clause is one of the remaining traces of the redactional 
process through which our book of Ezra has passed. When the 
Story of the Three Youths was interpolated and the letters 4: 6- 
24 (n. b.) were transposed, the interpolator who made the new 
edition left the two (now consecutive) verses 4:5 and 5:t exactly 
as they were. But the necessity of putting some bridge across this 
gap was imperative, and our two surviving texts contain each a 
clause written for this purpose; namely, the one before us, and 
the words "and they were hindered from building until the second 
year of the reign of Darius" (incorrectly rendered by the G#reek 
translator) in I Esdras 5:70 t73). NVhen the makers of our 
canonical edition cut out the Story and restored the letters to their 
original place, they of course left 4: 5 in its expanded form. 

e See above on the proper names. 
fA genuine Aramaic word, not a loan-word. 
g On the orthography of this name see above, the proper names. 
h I have pointed this in the Hebrew manner, since it now stands 

in a Hebrew verse, as it originally stood. But it may well be that 
these Ara maic titles, UISt 5S: and St1g: were retained by the 
Chronicler in their official Aramaic form. 

l See above, on the proper names. 
k See note h. 
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el:5nn:n r372ng ttr: 18r:3t t>:! t:tS 757: 2>::t>ts 
T \. * T T T ' T - - - 

Aramiai¢ :5:lb 5: SUt Sb:S tt b: SmS: 'W72:8 n2U 5Sm Uttt 

T T - tt: nY: bYe :m^8 |>8 9 @ m S:3: S:57: * * 5 
M>b PR>|138S °s>D¢t) M>bD¢ s>:ncrms: nS> nC t1ti;i>u1 3 -lSUZ1'1 *- T T *' T - *' T T *- T - * T *-T * T T T 
f R s 8 s:?Xit >bzn >n s :t mstn O s>uby q s8n >n f g>3:tmt 

88 snnzs 7zmm ^:Tn @ m:Tn: m T | a _ x T P 

:>n8iY mnit 

'The word n>:bs, which stands here in MT, is a later addi 
tion intended to give warning (as in Dan. 2: 4) that the following 

* . * passage 1S AramalC. 

mThe Brown-Driver-Briggs Lexicon says, "derivation uncer- 
tain." But where is the possibility of any uncertainty, in view of 
hoA A :bt t :t5: X ISt2D, etc:., the Assyrian enclitic -ma, and 
other similar formationsM I would add to the list of these mcz- 
forms 5¢, "-person " or " face " (Guidi, I sette dormienti, p. i19, 
1. 7) [e];czv+ma. I believe that we have the original 'kon, 
fully naturalized, in the Esmuntazar inscription, 11. 4, 20, Wp 
>S e7D, "whosoever thou art;" cf. the Tabnit inscription, 1. 8, and 
the two Nerab inscriptions, I, 1. 5 and II, 1. 8. 

n On the peculiar history of this word and the one which fol- 
lows it, see above, pp. 253 f. 

° The s which stands at the beginning of this word in MT is 
the result of a copyist's mistake; see above. 

P Probably M:-1S, as suggested above ? 
qMT MM^n. This explanatory clause is not necessarily the 

work of a later hand; the original narrator himself occasionally 
wishes to explain a word or a phrase. CE. Wright's Joshua the 
Stylite, 9, 16, which is an exact parallel. 

rMT nD::K; see above, on the proper names. 
s Should this be pronounced ̂'np ? It is at all events Aplural, 

i. e., the collective noun regularly used in Syriac, Ls. It 
cannot possibly be the undetermined singular here (as in vs. 
15, Serp), and the determined singular, sn^bp, occurs seven 
times over in this chapter. 3^r-/:: here is the ?rovince of Sama- 
ria; moreover, this whole phrase is a direct quotation of the twice 
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v rry:t 12 @ u ̂ nt: tr ::g 7^:: t s:57: St::rt¢S bg 
': ': T - T - T 

t inK K:tbS rlb 1: tp5: t.: s^88t ^n t ar5725 W antb yt8^ (12) 
T * T T ^ T T *- ': - 

S^:K: Yt55:zS K^nt:: t7':t K>:eS:1 S>nW2t sntnp X:;:mmS 
', * T * T T T ' 

K:tnn 1: K>eNp 5t : t K:525 S8tb >e:^ lS: 13 @ Z ttt 

occurring phrase 5 ,¢72: ^tSt [tI]ntDltl, in the all-important 
"Samaritan passagf3" II Kings 17:24, 26. Observe that even 
Theodotion and Jerome render by the plural: cr 7ro)te¢lv trBs 
E;o,uopr, in civitafibus Samariae. 

t MT adds bbSb1, evidently derived by a copyist's mistake from 
the following verse. 

u Since the :5U: is missing in both WIT and I Esdras, I have 
not ventured to insert it, though it seems to me most likely that it 
was in the original text. It is probably merely an accidental 
coincidence that the same word has disappeared from 7: 12, where 
it certainly once stood. 

vMy explanation of this word as the equivalent of <> lA1, 
Jottrn. Bib. Lit., 1897, pp. 166 fl., has been proved correct by the 
Egyptian papyri. In the letter published by Sachau, I)rei aram. 
PaApyrusurknden, I, 4, II, 2, the word occurs in exactly this 
usage, while the full form bbY: is found in the papyri published 
by Cowley. 

WIn the Egyptian papyri this form is written everywhere t1^ S 

not as in Ezra and Daniel. 
x This sex3ms the most probable way of connecting this word, 

especially in view of the absence of any demonstrative pronoun 
after it. 

YMT has 8::bU;S 81z1, and would transpose the s to the pre- 
ceding word leaving the verb in the perfect tanse. It is plain 
from vs. l3, however, that the perfect cannot have been intended. 
I believe that this is one of the manv cases in which initial ^ and 
s interchange phonetically, and that the form is really imperf. 
third person plural. Cf. Dalman? Gramm.2? p. 252? and the well- 
known state of the case in classical Syriac. This imperfect, like 
the one which follows it, doubtless ended in u. 

ZThe word should be written t12me (=t1ut^), without the ^. 
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c3^:57: bcnsn t m:r:t Klo a55Ul 85 t:::: ' |55:>: 2 ¢t:: 
*: *: * T T - 

K:57: b1¢S: t K:ri: K5:^^ t52 ': b?P e 5 ^15 14 O d pT:^> 
t: ' (3 t Kb75:7: f K:gni^: K:ti: t:: iS t KT^:5 K:5 1ebK Kb 

T ' 

It is a haphtel imperfect from the root Xtt, corresponding to the 
Arabic tA (not Q), and with exactlythe same meaning, "lay." 
The I Esdras translation, vqro,BakBovTal, is not a bad rendering. 
The first stem of the Arabic verb is used both transitively ("lay") 
and intransitively ( " come down " ) . The fourth stem also is used 
with the meaning " put down, lay," just as the corresponding form, 
the haphtel, is used here in Aramaic. The verb is common in 
Arabic, but has not thus far been found elsewhere in the cognate 
languages. 

aOn these three words see above, the section dealing with the 
foreign words. 

bThe Greek eFre(:rlS; see above, on the foreign words. MT 
C>£3s 

; 

CThe final: in MT is probably a mere copyist's error for 3. 
We have no other evidence of an Aramaic plur. in -tm. This is 
not a Hf3braism. 

dThis haAphtel has two uses: the one causative, as in vss. 15, 
22; the other signifying to come into the condition (viz., of 
deterioration), as this stem is so frequently used in Semitic. Cf. 
the two uses of ni=r, Dan. 3:30 and 6: 29. The fem. form here 
because of the (Greek) fem. noun; see above. 

eIt is often said (e. g., by Marti, Gramm., p. 98; Strack, 
Gramm., p. 56; Brown-Driver-Briggs, Lewtcon) that this is 
wrongly divideid and pointed, and that the form should be iMpi: . 
But this is not true; the massoretes have divided and pointed cor- 
rectly. The shifting of the vowel is very natural, and has many 
analogies; and as for the division, it is not a whit more remark- 
able than in 5:, Eccles. 8:17, cf. Jonah 1:7, 8; or it: (as 
a separate word ) in the Palmyrene inscriptions; or than in 

ee Q , 

aLt so, for >t t - (Noldeke, lUelectus vet. carm. ctrab., 10, 4; 
, , 

GEoldziher, AbhandZ. zur arab. PhiloZ., II, p. xiv). These are 
local and temporary habits of orthography. 

fThe epistolary perfect; "we hereby send and make known." 
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t t Snnnn s :n:n mS: t::rnu t ln^s n s :n:n mm: mbpe 

O nmntm nn an^rp * b:n i: t s7:iTs nADi l/: tt lt-Tms 

strt:: anmbn ): snmp 1r ^: t arb7^5 m:t:s ltynnn"a: 16 

O 5; tns si ann m= pit t:: i p 1 
tanStl tUD7DUDN toge bgn :tr: ig s:b: ti,D kT272>>|17 

T * *- *- - T - 

(i) 057D t2n^: ¢t: bR:1 1 872: 1 tr 8 18r>8:: bR:: 

T T 18 >t5: 8 K:8r:: n =:t 18 

S:;: >7Di \7: *: sn^mp ^n mbb:z: mnp: t orn 0^: ^3728 19 

l|:5>7^\: 20 (i) 21 n::n7: mmUr:sn :¢728 ' ttDn2: 1 : 

85t ^8:728 t ^8^: ¢:2 5:t 1t^i t :5:trt iS inn l^S^lpr 

t 1!3g g^-Im l. git3mi O:ft 872^^.D lg: 21 <i) l:;ni ^^ 5 

j82 1^n^rTt22 sowr sUgN t3^,: CS s:trn 25 58 sntnpn 
T * _ 

(i) ^^:57: q>pT:^5 gi;t g:^ t7ti t^:8- 52 P8:r725 ti: 
-T T *- * T ': T 

° p tnp s:57: snRD7Drnns ^: s:nrn:: 1>U¢ ^-t l7: t ^^-tR23 

gMT bptt, but this is shown to be wrong by the suffix at the 
end of the clause. The form adopted (which might be either 
indicative or jussive) is better than \tlbpt^. 

hleD: lDD, "record-book," cf. Mal. 3:16, is virtually a com- 
pound wor d (Marti, G{ramm., §117; Kautzsch, Hebr. Gramm., 
§124, 2), and this is its plural, "record-books. " So the old 
Greek translator and Jerome, rightly. Other plur. compounds of 
this same sort in 5: 17; 6:1. 

iApparently an example of initial s replacing the more original 
^. See above, on the language of these documents. 

kProbably a naturalization of the Gkreek +Sez,ua; see above. 
lThe suffix by no means to be altered to the second person; 

see the note on 6:6. 
mNot the city, but the province. 
nThis same form, and similarly used, in the letter published by 

Sachau, lArei ax am. Papyrus.urkunden, II, l. 2; cf. I, l. 4. 
°Circumstantial accusative of the passive participle. 
PCf. the Arabic idiom, Wright, Gramm., II, 27B, 304C. 
qSee above, on the Aramaic of these documents. 
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tRtUtt' i: 05:t:^5 tit^: tiTS tl:rnn::: s-s: ^:^,::: omm: 
T '' * . TT T - 

^: ^bs n^ :::: nnm .sngnQ4 sit: rm'sm imr tit:1 
* T T ': * * 

O :ns 7;: :n^n: ntri7:5 lrmn n:: n: sSum nnnn tob:tr^: 
T * *- - T T 

s tR iS ^St:: tRitY bm tt¢:Tt tS^sm: ^zR r^tD>r: 51 
T * - T ' 

t722 1 :2t @ 18^ 5: iS¢: tiS 0: t 05:nN : CtR n 

riS n| s:m:5 un^nuD: tpUltnt b: St:l is^riS: mm i:t¢T 
* b * * T T T 

@ 1825 l^s2:7: sm5s t gS? 18t7 28 t b 8¢tm t 

W^:To¢rn7:: z^: mr n^s tv^:rn \n;ni: rns s:,: J2:3 

s:>5 tn:: sn m tn orS 0lD 17: :^5 \:,:s \:: tFnrnn::: 
b ,727D 1t13S 1^/: : 0^5 a 1big7: ;, g 4 <iz _55::5 r 

T T * T T - T - 

rThe manner of the connection here is strong added evidence 
that 4:'24 was not written by the Chronicler, but by the author of 
4:23 and 5:1 fE.; see above. 

sSO written (ketzb) both here and 6:14, but probably already 
pronounced St::. 

T * 

tThe superiority of this reading would be obvious enough even 
if we did not have Theodotion's 7rpo+?1TelalJ showing that the 
word actually stood in his text. Cf. also 6:14. 

UThis, of course, does not imply that no building had been 
done before! This is the characteristic redundant use of the 
Aramaieverb"begin;" seethis Journal, XXIII,191. 

vThe Babylonian name Tattannu, see above. 
WMT very likely corrupt; see above, on the proper names. 
xThis, like most of the other so-called "Eebraisms" in Ezra 

and Daniel, is pure Aramaic. On the whole question see now 
Herbert H. Powell, The Supposed Hebraisms in .... Biblicat 
Aramaic, Berkeley, Cal., 1907. 

YInasmuch as this same form occurs twice in the Hadad in- 
scription, ll. 13, 14, it is, of course, to be retained. The pointing 
of the massoretes is probably correct. Apparently a variation of 
S:m72i, with compensatory doubling of the t. 

ZSee above, on the foreign words. Both the old GEreek transla- 
tor and Theodotion had S¢>S before them here. Point possibly 

::1:S ? 
T * S 

aMT has for these two words K:n7tS K72:: l^UK. The second 
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tK^nt^ ̂ m: 5: tlU :z^52 32l5 O1^:t K:::' ^:: ^: K38:> 
*- T ' T T * : 

K::n:: m^h lnKl Cl^^ :n^nCb b2:2t ng tltt titt Kii r * *: T J 

t ̂ :Tlmeh:8 t¢r: tD htS ^:rn mi: ^n K>b:K ls:nD B 

K7 n> 7 (i) K::5>F/: :513n: bY t t¢;T: ttS:, 38 e K>::-1£3K d mnt::t 
T * T ': *' TT 

tl>n mht Rt nDl t ^n15S! tti5D 
S:5TK ̂ : t K:57:5 St^; 2^nh 8 @ Ki: S:5: t K:5^,: :1:nCi 

_ * T 

SKl t 55> 1tS K:'>: KN^t t K! Kt5K n^mi K>:387: f 88t^5 
T T *: * * - 

O :1n:3n 5221 sU:lgb7: gK:n£3:K 18 K>n21 tK35h:' :z>: 
- - - - T T *. T 

::5 :: h 12 aini K:n:R K::: t iS K^t:5 S:5K: ^UK 9 
T T ' T ** 

;iS110 C ti5b 5 kK -lUKl i;-Tt n725 1 asn^ nSe 

i T r * *- 

and third of these were derived by a copyist7s mistake from the 
similar passage in vs. 9; it was then necessary to change the wIK 
to 1^:X. With the restored text cf. the beginning of vs. 10. 

b4'News,7' as in the title ::: ;St. 
cSo also in the Egyptian papyri the forms 7;TK and ; Tn 

(Cowley, op. cit.). 
d The singular suffix, as in 4:6 (7); a merely literary variation 

from the more frequent plural. The suffix refers to the nearer 
one of the two names. 

eAramaic adaptation of the (E$reek erap%os; see above. MT 
Sb:nD>S. Perhaps the: and: were actually transposed in the 
Jewish pronunciation of the word. 

fThis word, "Judea," occurs in the letter from the Jews of 
Elephantine, 408 B. G., published by Sachau, I t. 

g A word of unknown origin; see above. 
h It is safest to retain this Jewish pointingS 87: instead of :, 

until we know more about it. 
iThis form should not be 4'emended" away, especially since 

precisely similar forms are found in the Palestinian Talmud and 
the Jerusalem Targums (Dalman, Granznt.2, 340, 349). So also 
in biblical Eebrew, and especially when; is joined to the infin- 
itive, Gesen.-Kautzsch, §45, d e. In Ezr. 7: 9 indeed we seem 
to have an Aramaizing infin. of just this sort ^iS7: (Gesen.- 
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3: Kn:> 1:: 't>:: : t Fntrninb :rb K:59: :rtU::: 
*. *. * T * T T 

S:r:K : n 72725 t KntnU s:::ns K7z::: 11 O m :r3:st r T 

r:: S1r n sn: 1::mE Rgls: S,:: ;N5bs ^: ,^nnnY m7:t 
* T T 

T 7 12 : 7 :: t:n n:np: 

8't t::^ :t e S3:: MiKb K:rtmK tTnt ^: 37: o l^5 lS 
- :- T T T * * *- T 

^5jt 2221 tNh: t:: rn^n7 t K^nD: im' 157: ¢2:nDt : r T 

D¢nD e )mb -t Mb57: D:iDb ̂nt n:5Dn ::nn 13 (i) q 5t5 

t K^5K n^: *n K^:K^,: ;sM 14 @ r K:.ti 2:: K2iK n* orb :: 
T - *w J 

05:nnt 38 S5:^t 17: pS:^ b::nDlt: 3: e KSP:: ^:r1 : 
MiD3^ 1: S:57: :nl: 8722 pS:t t5et 38 M55:nb \:^ 5:321 

* .. .. 

tmb mm:Sl1S O 272: trs 31 tt22: S¢tt::5 J^^^: 5mn 38 
* * T * * _ _ . 

Kautzsch1 1. c.). These isolated occurrences are too valuable to 
be throwrl away. 

k See the note on this word in vs. 3. 
I This is correct as it stands. 
m There is no Hebraism here. As for the " un-Aramaic " pro- 

nunciation with r instead of Wl, isnot this whatwe see preserved 
in the modern name of -the important town Raseya, St1:St, at 
the northern foot of Eermon ? (We seem to have similar survivals 
of this Aram. plur. ending in the names of the towns tlasbeya, 
S^n:t, west of Hermon, and Dareya, S^nC, just south of Da- 
mascus. I do not know that this explanation of them has ever 
been given before. ) 

nThis same form (without S) in a papyrus record from Ele- 
phantine; Sachau, op. cit., p. 41. The thoroughgoing Hebraism 
¢722; occurs some fifteen times in the papyri published by Sayce 
and Cowley. 

° This also, similarly used, in the Egyptian papyri. 
PThe incorrect form of the name generally used by the Jews 

in the Greek period. Also vs. 14 and 6: 5. 
q Babylonia, not Babylon. 
r See above, on vs. 3. 
s See above, on the proper names. 
t The comments which have been made in recent years on the 
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> > m: :5:8n^n ^: 25:oU- 872n nts bTs s: ts^:s:: uris 

<S>X:bn,D S5: bS:nD7: lY: nS: l:s l:: tn5:n 
Z[': s>nSC1 '1 YsbT:: r: ml3tnh m: s:57: bg *n Fy:817 

* T - * * T 

s:5: RD::D 17: ^: ns l2 tabJbM m t ;:2n 2:57: 

O aD5s tS: 2:: bs s:5:: rusn: t nb:n¢" 1: 2252 r 2: 

s"S: ^1 bS^T:: r^:: trPmmtUSU :: s:b.,: Wn^n: 3^82e 61 

^82t 38 2>n^t: 2>>A:tgt t:>:^82 @ 5ttt ^2> 1^>tta: 

T * T 

O ;Nt>t nD 1:n rrt mi^*w,: cRm:^n7: 

::Sn :: S:57: RD¢nD t S:52 D¢nDb tUt ^|:Dn (3) dr:^n:n 3 

text of this last clause are curious. As though ;N72nD bt:UD, 
"Sheshbazzar by name," were not faultless Aramaic! Marti, 
in the note appended to his text, suggests that t::V may be a 
gloss ( ! !). Guthe, Polychrome Bible, decides that the word is 
the result of dittography (!) of the t/DiD at the end of the verse; 
so also Bertholet, Comm. And so on. 

UNot a Hebraism, as has long been known from the old Ara- 
maic inscriptions. In Jewish Aramaic also in Jer. 10:11 and often 
in the Assuan papyri. 

YThis same phrase used in speaking of the Egyptian temple; 
Sachau, op. cit., p. 41. 

WMeyer, Entstehung, p. 44, thinks that the meaning of t^^ 

2^1Dg is " problematisch " ! 
XNot passive, but the perf. petal of the stative verb. 
Y Plural, " store-houses;" see the note on 4: 15. 
Z The emendation, and the reason for the loss of the words from 

the text, are alike obvious. 
a Here again, 5mt is the country, "Babylonia." 
bThe transposition is necessary, not merely for the sake of 

agreement with 5:17 (as emended), but in order to make sense. 
CMarti, Gramm., p. 45*: "s>:'17: 'C72n ̂ : fohlt in LXX." 

What does he mean by this? 
d ll:T (the older form) similarly used in the Elephantirle 

papyrus; Sachau, pp. 40 f. 
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e;nwan q^r-r 1Tr- ^n mns s:>n ar :;:nn st5s n^ 
T * * T - * 

nbs n n: n O t 1 n 1 722 m bM t 1 > 1 22 t7288 . 5 im8: 
O tr nt 2 57: n n 1 srpm:n t rnt rs n n n t s>5n 55> 
37: pl:2 bt:8:8e: : t S::: ^m^: ^: t g;:5g :\\ :g7: _S 5 

n s5r'rS 7n': ' 18t3>t t bemb ;n'rm :;:ntme ^: s5:tr 
T * _ 

Os,;5s rnT in¢:^n mbn5 :;:::^b 

* * * 

h: mS>::n£DS ^nrnt:;n 3;T:m^1bU: t^: ¢:Y ntS :mb lSt6 
T :- T S 

* . 

e MT t;1wS . But many scholars since Ball ( Vcl,riorum Ajpo- 
cryphclX 1892, p. 16) have seen that the word for "fire-oflering' 
originally stood here, a;s also I Esdras translates. The form 
adopted (emphat. plur. written with ^) is the most likely one. 

f This is not a Apotal, but a regularly formed sphtel from the 
root 5n8, Heb. ;:' Assyr. (xbala? "bring." Cf. the use of the 
hiph'tl i^:n^, in speaking of bringing offerings to 75Lahwe; 
Ps. 68: 80; 76: 12, Zeph. 3: 10. 

gMT bUt, "new." 
hThe constructio ad sensum, "and let it (all) come." Cf. the 

similar change of number in vs. 9, and the.change of gender at 
the end of 5: 8. 

i MT b¢ri1, but the second person is out of the question here. 
Read the hophtal imperf. masc. (cf. Dan. 5: 20), which is gra- 
phically almost the exact equivalent of the form in MT. 

k On the lacuna here, see above, p. 229. It is plain that at a 
vers early date a passage of some length svas accidentally dropped; 
probably because it resembled the preceding and ended with the 
words S^t52 t^t. 

'It is common to "emend" this suffix to that of the second 
person, but no such alteration is required. When the persons 
directly addressed are not actually present, the Semitic often 
refers to them at the outset, in the formal address itself with the 
third person, as here and in 4:17. Thus, for example, the 0i: 

_ w,¢ 

inMicah 1:2; the ifAi .k5Jt Qt l, etc. of the Koran; and 
many other instances. 

m See the note on 5: 6. 
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5 rn^=5 up:: 7 s t2> 1',: j8t *'p^t: t t¢^: ¢=: 

(E) RT-1rs bY 18::^ 1-T smis r: t -TlR :7.D58 S^"Tl2^ rmS 1-r 

- * *- r 4 *- T *- 

s::, b bs s nnz :: or m:=n n s7:5 t OSt O: 3721 
S>pS: S:bS:S ^¢r: ¢= b87: ^: S:57: °^::3728 7n smbs n^e 

T * .. . .. 

q?en .P|ntn mun9 O ti:ti s; ^n t 5s s^n:>5 se,^^r,: smrn TheChronicler 

n The text of this verse is probably correct as it stands in MT, 
though the clauses are wrongly divided there. In this word ̂ n:Dit, 
the 5 is used exactly as it is in iD;t, 7: 28; i. e., in order to 
show how the construction is continued. In this instance, it 
shows that the noun is the direct object of the preceding verb, 
not the subject of the following verb, as it would otherwise pretty 
certainly be regarded. Jerome understood the verse as I have 
punctuated it. Marti, Gramm., and Bertholet, Comm., say that 
" LXX " omits s^"T:r DtS, which is not true ; Kittel, Bibl. 
Hebr., says that I Esdr. "inserts" 5nn¢T tStiS ztrSi, which also 
is not true. Guthe's restoration of the text here (Polychrome 
Bible) is a marvel. 

° An explicative l, meaning "even" or "namely," was certainly 
used to a considerable extent in the Aramaic of this period. See vs. 
9, ^:nt, and also my notes on I Esdr. 3:1, 6 (Vol. XXTTI, p. 190). 

PGenerally regarded as plur. of a supposed fem. noun fRlt:ti, 
"need;" so Noldeke in Kautzsch, Grclm. des bibl. Arclm., p. 175. 
It seems to me more probable that it is the fem. plur. of the petal 
participle, with the meaning "need-ful." The same form, in just 
this use, is common in Syriac; and the adjective, or its equivalent, 
is intrinsically much more probable here than a noun. The con- 
struction according to the sense, " whatever (things) are 
needful," is certainly possible, especially for such a slovenly writer 
as this one; and the fem. is the gender to be expected. MT 
points 't, just as it points bU/e for ne7s, 1r for 72^, S-lUS 
for S-llS, t>: for m>D, and many others; observe especially 
that this very participle is pointed l^r:¢ in Dan. 3 :16, 
-according to excellent testimony. And this all undoubtedly rep- 
resents an actual (local or late) pronunciation. 

qThe "explicative" n again; see the note on vs. 8. For this 
use of '::n, cf. II Chron. 35:7. 
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7DR7D: trt791 m7Dn nin l>::n .s>ut 7>s7> 1'1595 r1> 123stl 1>-1:81 1>n:> 
1nni >8lo <zmit si >n ::n> :n ni Sennu smob nbt:m> >n g> n 

0^: ^3-,::11 <>t^j:e: s:579 >>ni 1mitr: sXt :ni5 1>nin>' l>erpnX 

UT>^ 3W,: gs ri::r tr:n s:j>S s::r h: ::s b: ^n t0St 
r T 

SE)sW112 (E) _ 7 5)g u ttg> 115)|121 STInWI t riI5)S St.7t> WlhpTl 

.. * T 

b^t w59tb RT7 -i5)U 7 DYiI 757 5 V-l.l72 ,7sn 27:: 1: 
T - - * - 

O7::>^ S::B:St:rt >7: :8^n: ^:S :5:8¢' ^: 17 S^5S 
. * 2 * T 

5?Pi t 18r>8::: nT: ib: t r:r: ¢n: nos ;rn 1 nS 
7^:e s^-r8r ̂ mwnl14 ,, 87:y s:ng:s a7,:: s:b: :::n: m: 

T *@ T * 

17^ t:5::: l:tt ing ¢t ^^¢:T: X t9st: ^5^ b28t:t t ^^t527:: 
* * . 

T T 1 u spttnnng :||n-r | n> 37^! g¢ ) 

Cs t b trin [: 1 miDY] 8 nY ,:-r tn^: a s2,1w258 15 
T - T * :- * *- 

rUf. 7: 17, etc. 
SForthe changeof gender andnumber, "let it (all) begiven," 

cf. vs. 5, and the note there. 
tFor the reasons for ascribing these two verses to the Chroni- 

cler, see Co)np., p. 10. 
UCf. Dan. 2:5; 3:29, and see Harper Mem., Vol. II, 79. 
VBoth :>7: and t:t, usedasinthisverse,intheElephantine 

papyrus, ed. Sachau, I, 1. 14. 
w MT inserts ̂ t:UDrb before this word; plainly the lapsus 

calami of a scribe who remembered what he had just written in 
vs. 11. 

XSee the note on 5:1. 
YNot "a Hebraism" (Marti). Both forms of the construct 

were in common use in the period from which our biblical Aramaic 
dates. So :52 and :552, etc. The massoretic distinction between 

.... 

the "decreeXi of God and the "decree" of the friendly kings is 
natural enough. 

ZAn addition carelessly made by some later hand. 
aThe orthography with s may well be ancient; it is safest to 

retain it. As for the meaning, there is not the least room for 
doubt, in view of the common use of ^2^U3 in later Jewish Aramaic, 
to mean "be finished," "come to an end." Merely an 
example of the stative saphtel ( :1T37D, "escape," furnishes 
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^:t: i8:^ ^:t t82816 (9s:57^ :n^n: rm:5:5 r: r:: Cer 
T * 

tebptl17 o*^88tm ^:: ^52 n^ t3;t Rttij ^:t ¢2:l ^858 
' T *: *, T T ''T*- 

* 1 T 1 * 1 > t:: 225S >: n3:ri 
X:: 1 5725 t¢:S ^nM iS¢:^ i: iS S3Xtb 1^*TS ^n^SSt t^27: 

* T ' *- T * '' * T 

b: ' 18^>P5t:t 2^858 t 71, ,>jiSt at:r: 872^prt 18 O 5sm:^ 
T - *'T'' T *. ' T 

s 5tht] t t:7: bS: tt:: t :5zl¢^t ^: S^5S d[>^J] >8^= 
Serm S¢rS 

_ _ . 

r 

1 IU:g ; 7,D:t:> ¢n:y ;:g:.et t:]3*2 >g 258jr ^:t l:2^i1' (Hebrew) 

,:ut t¢rnn ^:20 

another example); cf. the note (d) on 4:13, above. So under- 
stood in I Esdr. 7:5 ¢vlleveXe8?} o oWcos. To "emend' to the 
plural would be a very foolish proceeding. 

bThe "twenty-third" day of the month, as is made nearly cer- 
tain by I Esdras and Josephus (si, 4, 7). The "twenty" might 
easily fall out by accident; it would hardly have been added. 
The following month, Nisan was the natural one to select for the 
first complete restoration of thecultuscf.Esod.40:17ff. 
This was the first month of the seventh year of Darius. Accord- 
ing to the Chronicler (who always provides an exact date), after 
the people had finished building they still had a week left for the 
celebration, before the beginning of the new year. 

CAccording to Meyer, Entstehung 54 '^ ^: is "offenbar 
versttimmelt,' and subsequent commentators have echoed this. 
As for the pronoun, the fem. is quite as natural as the masc., 
according to all Semitic usage, and undoubtedly stood here origi- 
nally. And as for the connection: "namely, of the sisth year' 
there is not the least reason to object to it; nor would there be, 
even if the Chronicler were not its author. The ellipsis is a 
natural one. 

dThis word was probably dropped from the text by accident, 
at an early day. It cannot be dispensed with here. 

eSo I Esdras, at this point: ficas oz fWvpzpos ef' eecaov 7rv\Zvos, 

and Josephus also had these words before him. The words are 
the Chronicler's own (no one elsf3 would have been half so likely 
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EZRA'S CREDENTIALS 
(Ezr. 7:11-28) 

TheCh o cle StlT25 S> U:t>¢S 753X^; tr: bU:S l:bU::^ liU:bS ;:T: 71 
ObRm:' ig 8'prt tlmt rm£:: 'mm: tS: trSOr 1^:r 

TheChronicler 5g ^: gg>: -1]3: t 8:;:: gN7Si t ':57: 15:: t f2>::t>¢g 12 
(Aramaic) T T - T T T: 

i: ': USu :^: t3: (l3) : tr::lt13 (i) mb72> [05:] t s :: 

5 i1i135 725 a!mbm ';1ii:;: 18 iIUt sr3S 1*/ t>t1 5*, t8 r7 
T * T * T - -- 

- T . 8 g :57: :Up t7: t: i 5m p 5: 1 4 

to write them) and they are in their original place, cf. II Chron. 
8::14; 23:18 f.; 35:15. They were accidentally omitted by some 
one who thought that the verse ended with the reference to the 
"Book of Moses." The exact form of the words is made certain 
by the passages cited, and especially by the rendering of this 
same translator in II Chron. SS:15 I Esdr. 1:15. 

fOn the orthography of this name see above, in the section on 
the proper names. 

gMeyer, Entstehung, p. 61, writes: "Das Particip mit dem 
abhangigen Nomen sn: m: kann nichts anderes heissen als 
'der das Gesetz geschrieben hat."' IIe therefore concludes that 
Ezra is especially designated here, in this official document, as the 
author of the "Priest-Code." So far as grammar and usage are 
concerned, this observation is precisely as valuable as the one on 
pp. 16 f., in which he insists that Mb7D1D¢r¢S bY, Ezr. 4:7, can 
Only mean "stgainst Artas:erxes." And as for the " Priest-Code," 
it is quite as purely a fiction of modern Old Testament learning as 
is the ;'EIes:ateuch," against which designation Meyer (pp. 21{) .) 
rightly declaims. There was a priestly expansi on and redac- 
tion of the law (which took place in Palestine, not in Babylonia); 
but when once the true origin and character of the Ezra story are 
recognized, there is not a scrap of evidence, external or internal, 
tending to show that any s e p a r a t e " priestly law-book " ever 
existed. 

hThe emendation is certain. 
See the note (e) on 4:14. 
kThe omission of the subject (the pron. of the second pers. 
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5 .uE>X15 <i>t78h 18 7t)g >8-1 1 5 t¢5il 8tl| 5)g 1¢|3 ;!) 

r * T * T- 

nb:nn^ ̂ntbsm:^ lC;asS tbnDnts ^;norS^n as:57: ^nttrn1 ;1C: 
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sing. ) is very awkward, but is also very characteristic. See Drivert 
Introd., list of the (:hronicler's peculiar syntactical usages, No. 
27. A goodparallel, e. g., is II Chron. 19:6 (end): "and [he is] 
with you in the judgment." So also 18:3, etc. 

lThe characteristic use of 5 in continuing the force of 
another proposition previously used; see the note (n) on 6:7; also 
above, p. 18, n. i, and below, vs. 28. 

mAccusative of condition. 
nSee the note on this suffix in b:3. 
°See above, on the foreign words. 
PThe ?atet, in this sense, is more common than the aphtet in 

AramaicS whether Jewish or Christian. To "emend" here is pure 
vatldalism. 

q Cf. the beginning of 6: 9. 
r"The god of Jerusalem;" the Chronicler is fond of making 

the foreign kings speak in this way; cf. vs. 1b, and 1:3. The 
I Esdras Gkreek has accidentally lost four words here (8:17): ecal 
ra epA ffKEVv sa 8F30'yerd ¢o css sr xpeiar sov epov sov deov ¢ov 
[7rap80s crx7re0r sov deovJ sov cr 'Ispov¢a\,u. The L text is 
4'edited" beyond recognition, as usual. 

sUf. the beginning of 6:9. 
tPerhaps best pointed (on good manuscript authority) 2^l:t5. 

See above, on the foreign words. 
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UEven the Chronicler should be permitted sometimes to vary 
the form of his phrases. The wording of MT here is not in the 
least objectionable (cf. I Kings 18:32, for example), and it is 
not even clear that Theodotion had a different text. 

VSee above, on the foreign words. 
WThe same phrase in 4:13, 20. 
XThe one place in the Aramaic of Daniel and Ezra where the 

original consonant text appears to have written this pronoun with- 
out final ^ (Strack, Gramm. des Bibl.-Aram.3, p. 8*). The 
shorter form is found in the Egyptian papyri of the fifth centllry 
B. a. 

YCf. the orthography in Dan. 2:38; 3:3, etc. 
ZThis refers to the people, not to the judges. 
aMT n7; but the plural does not seem to have been read by 

any of the translators. Probably a copyist's mistakeS caused by 
the ending of the prv?ceding word. 

bTllis is the best reading, even if the I Esdras translator realUy 
had the singular before him. Those who were to "teach" w 
Ezra and these lieutenants of his, whose office wasimagined 
as something like that of an itinerant bishop. 

CSee my note on I Esdr. 4:39; Vol. XXIII, 130. 
dVocalization uncertain. hU:¢D, the abstract formed from the 

e'tl verbal adjective, is perhaps as likely as anything. Qere- lD¢l: . 
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(D 5^ - 1t1:gii1 elt:bil ::lgE) 1r 
': * T - 

bs95t7572^ :5n nST: lb ¢ gtls> g ^25g r8^^f78¢m27 TheChronioler 
75u/^^ ^:gb 8:t ttt ^52828 @, :5:nnsm ;:s t8rs r^T (Hebrew) 

tnts C-: ttrptrnt sm *:^bsjr 152r m: brS: 8:Y:8 

gb : UDSt ig-17D^7: ;::mp: ^E>g h-*nis 

eThis word, with the meaning "goods," also in the Assuan 
papyri. 

fThis joyful exclamation, following immediately upon the letter, 
without the necessity of any intervening narrative, is the best 
single illustration of the extent to which the Chronicler ident i- 
fies himself with his Ezra, the hero whom he has created. Cf. 
Neh. 12:36 ! 

gSee the note (1) on vs. 14. 
hThe adjective "good" (derived from vs. 9) is added here in the 

later form of the text which was rendered by Theodotion. The 
old G>reek version agrees with MT. 

TRANSI,ATION 

44Then tte people of the landi kept weakening the hands of TheChronicler 

the people of Judea, and disquieting them in their building, 5and (Hebrew) 

hiring counselorsi against them, to frustrate their purpose, all the 
days of Cyrusi king of Persiafk 

6And in the reign of Nerxes, at the beginning of his reign, 
Bishlam, W{ithradates, Tab'el, and the rest of his comparlions, 
wrote an accusation against the inhabitants of Judea and Jeru- 
salem. 

7And in the days of Artaxerxes,l Rehum the reporterm and 

iSee above, the notes on the Hebrew text. 
kMI adds, *' and until the reign of Darius king of Persia." See the note 

on the Hebrew te2ct. 
1 That is, the king whose reign immediately followed that of Xer2res, just 

as that of Xer2res was believed to have immediately followed that of Cyrus; 
see above. 

mIn the reorganization, by Darius I, of the Persian provincial govern- 
ment, an official was crpated whose especial business it was to report to the 
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Shimshai the scribe wrote to Artaxerxes king of Persia; and 
the text of the letter was written in Aramaic, and translated.n 

. ; 
Aramaic 8Rehttm the re?orter and Shimshai the scribe wrote a letter 

against Jerusalem to Artaacer.xes the king, as follows. 9Then 
Rehum the reporter and Shimshai the scribe, and the rest of their companions, 
the Dinaites, the Aphar6athkites, the men of Tetrapolis, the Persians, the men 
of Erech, the Babylonians, and the men of Susa, who are Elamites, '°and 
the rest of the peoples which thts great and illustrious Shalmanassar trans- 
ported, and made to dwell in the cities of Samaria and the rest of the province 
Beyond the River;-this is the copy of the letter which they sent to him. 

To Arta.xer.xes the king; thy servants, the men from Beyond 
the River, (send greeting.)° 12 To proceed: "2'Be it known to the 
king, that the Jews who went up from theeP came to us. Jerttsalem, 
the rebellious and wicked city, they are building; they are com- 
pleting the walls, and l(xying the foundsFtions. 13Now be it known 
to the king, that if that city shall be built and its walls comjpleted, 
they will pay no tribute, {a.x, nor custom, and the royal ta.xation 
will suffer damage. '4Now inasmuch as we hcwre eaten of the 
scwlt of the jpalace, and it is xot fitting for us to see the king's 
hurt, for thts reason we hereby send and make the matter known 
to the king, 15so that search may be made in the record-booksq of 
thy fathers; and thou wilt find in the record-books and learn, that 
that city hath been a rebellious city, and one causing damage to 
kings and Aprovinces, and that insurrection hath been made therein 
since the days of old; therefore was that city Ictid waste. l6We 
make known to the king, that if that city shall be built and its 

king the progress of atfairs in each satrapy (NOldeke, Aufsdtze zur persischen 
Geschichte, 33 f.). It is this officer who is intended here by the title :9U 59>; 
cf. the use of MX9: in 5:5. The old Greek translator, who rendered o oyp&¢ct)r 
rA 7rpo¢7rf7rrorra, lived at a time in which the recollection of these government 
officials was still preserved. 

nThat is, translated into Fxebrew; there is no other natural or possible 
interpretation. The narrator supposed that the Jews of the time of Arta- 
xerses I did not know Aramaic well. 

°The word of greeting is not present in our text, but may be understood. 
P That is, "from thy land," Babylonia. The reference is to the expedition 

in the days of Cyrus, to which indirect allusion is again made in the following 
chapters. See above, p. 232. 

qPlulal number, not singular; see the note on the text. 
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walls comgpleted, as a result thou wilt have no part in the province 
Beyond the River.r 

17 The king returned answer: 
To Rehuqn the reporter and Shimshai the scribe, and the rest 

of theirS companions who dwell in Samaria and in the remainder 
of the province Beyond the River, greeting. 18 To jproceed: (18) The 
letter which ye sent to us unas plainly read before me. '9And I 
gc(ve command, c(nd they mczde search, and found that that city 
from days of old hath risen against kings, and rebellion and in- 
surrection have beexa made therein. 20And over Jerusalem were 
mighty kings, ruling also iz all the province Beyond the River; 
and tribute, tax, and custom were paid to them.t 2'Now therefore 
gtre command to restrain those men; and let that city not be 
built, until from rne command be given. 22And be ye careful not 
to deal neyligently in this xnatter, lest the harm be increased to 
the damage of the kingdom.U 

23Thereupon, as soon as the copy of the letter of Artaxerwes 
the king was read before Rehum and Shimshai the scribe, and 
their companions, they went in haste to Jerusalem against the 
Jews, and restrained them byforce of arms.V 24 Then was stopped 
the work upon the house of God in Jerusalem, and it remained 
at a standstill until the second year of the reigxa of Darius king 
of Persia. 

51But Haggai the proNphet, and Zechariah the son of Iddo, 
uttered aprophecyfor the Jews who were in Judea ancX Jerusalem, 
in the name of the God of Israel whichW was over them. 2 There- 
u?on rose up Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel and Jeshua the son 

rI. e., the glory of the days of David and Solomon will return, and the 
Jews will rule over all Samaria and Syria. 

SSo, frequently, the third person rather than the second, in Semitic usage. 
See the note on the text of 6: 6. 

t No Persian king or official could ever have written this verse, nor anything 
resembling it. It is, on the contrary, an illustration of the old familiar custom 
of the Jewish writers of the last cellturies B. C., to give glory to their city, 
and their temple, and themselves, by proxy. 

Uljit., "to the damage of kings.' 
VI,it., ;'by arm and (military) force." 
WCf. Deut. 28:10, otc. 
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of Jozadak, and beganX to build the house of God 1n Jerusalem, 
and with thern were the p*ophets of God helpiny them. 

sAt that time there came to them Tattenaw, governor of the 
provtnce Beyond the River, and Shetharbozenai,Y and their com- 
panions, and thus they said to them: Who hath given you com- 
mand to butld this house, and to complete this colonnade2Z 4 They 
also askeda them: What are the names of the men who are build- 
teg this building? 5But the eye of thetr God was upon the elders 
of the Jews, cznd they did not stop them, tbntil the re?ort should 
come to Darius and thereupon a message be returned in regard 
to the matter. 

6 The coSpy of the letter which Tattenai, governor of the jprovince 
Beyond the River, and Shetharbozenai, and his contpanions, the 
eparchs who were in the province Beyond the River, sent to 
Darius the king. 7 They sent him a communication, and thus was 
written in it: 

To Darius the kingS all peace. 8Be it known to the king, that 
we went to the province of Judea, to the house of the great God; 
and it is being btbilt wtth great stones, end wood is ptbt into the 
walls; and the work is done diligently, and prospers in their 
hands. 9Then we qtzestioned those elders,b and thus we said to 
them: Who hath given yotz command to build this house, and to 
complete this colonnade2C 10Moreovers we asked of them their 
names, in order to make them known to thee, so that we might 
write down the names of the men who are at their head. l1And 
thus they made reply to tts, saying: We cbre the servants 
of the God of heaven and earth, and are rebuildiny a house which 
was erected many years ago, one which a great king of Israel 
bailt and completed. '2But because our fathers angered the God 

xSee the note on the Aramaic te2rt. The phrase here implies nothing more 
than the words of Haggai 1:14: "they came and did work on the house of 
Yahwb." 

YThe traditional pronunciation; but see above, on the proper names. 
z The meaning of the Aramaic word is uncertain. See above, on the foreign 

words. 
aMT, "then thus we said to them;" see the note on the text. 
bEhis would indeed be a singular expression for the hostile officials to use! 
CSee the note in vs. 3 
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of heaven, he gave them into the hand of Nebuchadnezzar king 
of Babylon, the Chaldean; and he destroyed this house, and car- 
ried away the ?eojple cajptive to Babylonia. '3But in the first 
year of Cyrus king of Babylon, Cyrus the king gave command to 
build this house of Gtod. I4Also the vessels of the house of Gtod, 
of gold and of silver, which Nebuchadnezzar had taken away from 
the temple in Jerusalem and brought to the te1nple in Babylon, 
C?yrus the king brought ouit from the te/mple in Babylon and deliv- 
ered to one named Sheshbazzar, whom he had made governor. 

And he said to him: Take these vessels, and go, deposit theqn in 
the temple which is in Jerusalena; and let the house of God be 
built tcpon its (former) site. 16 Then came that Sheshbazzar and 
laid the foundsttions of the house of Gtod in Jerusalem; and from 
that time until now it hath been building, but is not completed. 

l7Now therefore, if it seem good to the king, let search 
be made in {he storehousesd in which are the royal documents,e 
in Babylonia,f to see whether it be true that command was yiven 
by Cyrus the king to build that house of (;od in Jerusalem; and 
let the king sed to us his pleasure in the matter. 

61Then Darius the kiny gave commartd, and they made 
search in the storehouses in Babyloniaf where the documentsg 
were deposited. 2And in the citc6del at Ecbatana, which is in the 
province of Medicl, there was found a certain scroll;h and thus 
was written in it: 

3MEMORANDUM. (3)In the first year of Cyrus the king, Eng 
Cyrus gave order: As for the house of God in Jerusalem, let the 
house-be built iz the jplace where they offer sacrtjices and bring 
the btlrnt o;f7erings. Its height shall be sixty cubits and its 
breadth sixty cubits. 4Let there be th?ee courses of great stones, 
stnd one course of wood; and let the exNpense be paid from the 
king's house. 5Also the vessels of the house of God, of gold and 
of silver, which Nebuchadnezzar took awey fro?n the temple in 

dPlural number, not singular. 
eXT has accidentally lost two words here. 
fNot ;;Babylon." 
gMT, "the libraries in B. where the treasures were deposited." 
h Encycl. Btbl., II, 1481 middle: '; i. e., the cuneiform tablet "! 
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Jerusaleqn and brought to Babylon, let them restore; and let it 
(all) come to the temjple in Jerusalem, to its jplace, and be 
deposited in the house of (;od.i 

6Now Tattenai, governor of the jprovince Beyond the River, 
Shetharbozenai, and theirk comjpanions, the eparchs who are in 
the jprovince Beyond the River, be ye far from thence. 7Leave 
the governor of the Jews and the elders of the Jews free to work 
tpon that house of God; let them build that hose of Gtod in its 

place. 8And I hereby give command, in regard to whatever ye 
shall do in co-ojperation with those Jewish elders toward bvilding 
that house of Gtod, that aut of the royal revenue from the tribute 
of the jprovince Beyond the River the eQcjpense be diligently jpaid 
to those men, witholtt Jail. 

9And whatever things are needful, such as young bullocks, 
rams, and lambs, for whole-burnt-offerings to the God of heaven; 
wheat, salt wine, and oil; according to the word of the priests 
who are in Jerusalem let it (all) be given to them, day by day, 
without negligence; 10so that they may offer pleasant offerings 
to the God of heaven, and pray for the life of the king and his 
sons.l 

l1And I have qnade a decree, that if any man alter this edict, 
a beam shall be pulled out of his house and he shall be impaled 
thereort, and his house shall be qnade a dunghill, in punishqnent 
for this. l2And qnay the Gtod who hath made his name to dwell 
there overthrow any king or people who shall put forth a hand 
to destroym that house of Gtod which is in Jerusalem. I, 
Darius, have given command; let it be diligently jperformed. 

'3Then Tattenai, governor of the province Beyond the River, 
Shetharbozenai, and their companions, according to the word 
which Darius the king had sent, thus they did diligently. '+And 
the elders of the Jews built and prosjpered, throgh the jproSphecy 
of Haggai the prophet and Zechariah the son of Iddo. And they 

iOn the lacuna at this point, see above, p. 229. 
kSee the note on 4:17, 
'Vss. 9f. are the work of the Chronicler; see above. 
m MT, " to change, to destroy." 
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completed their buildingn by the command of the God of Israel, 
and by the order of Cbyrus, and Darius, and Artaserses king of Persia. 

'5And this house was finished on the [twenty-]third dafr of the TheChronicl 

month Adar, of the sixth year of the reign of Darius the king. (Aramaic) 

And the children of Israel, the priests, and the Levites, and the 
rest of the children of the captivity performed the dedication of 
this house of God with joy. l7And they offered, for the dedica- 
tion of this house of God, one hundred bullocks, two hundred 
rams, and four htlndred lambs; and for a sin oSering for all Israel 
twelve he-goats, according to the number of the tribes of Israel. 
l8And they stationed the priests in their divisions, and the Levites 
in their courses, for the service of [tlle house of] God which is in 
Jerusalem, according to the prescription of thx3 book of Moses, 
[and the porters were at every gate] | '9And the children of the (Hebrew) 

captivity observed the passover in the fourteenth day of the first 
ulonth. 

(The remaining verses (20-22) of the chapter give a brief 
account, in Hebrew, of this passover. Thenfollows the introduc- 
tion to the story of Ezra, 7:1-10, this also composed by the 
CbEronicler, and written in Hebrew. Vs. 11 introduces the "let- 
ter of Artazerzes.") 

71'And this is the copy of the letter which Artaxerxes° the king TheChronicler 

gave to Ezra the priest, the scribe, learned in the words of the (Hebrew) 

ordinances of Yahwb and his statutes for Israel: 
l2Artaxerxes, king of kings, to Ezra the priest, the scribe of the Thechronicler 

law of the God of heaven, perfect [peace] . 13To proceed: (13) I have (Aramalc 
made a decree, that any one in my kingdom, of the people of 
Israel, and its priests, and the Levites, who shall freely offer to go 
with thee to Jerusalem,P may go; l4inasmuch as thou art sent by 
the king and his seven counselors, to make investigationq regard- 

nLit., " and they built and completed." 
o I. e., according to the Chronicler, Artasersee II; to whose reign he also 

aesigns the etory of Nehemiah. See above. 
POn the very striking resemblance of this letter, in ite subetance and ite 

phraseology, to the eimilar documents (also composed by the Chronicler) in 
Ezr. 1:>6 and I Esdr. 4:47-56, eee above, p. 228. 

qIn what followe it ie made plain that the mission of Ezra included also 
the inetitution of any needed reforme. 
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ing Judea and Jerusalem in accordance with the law of thy G$od 
which is in thy hand; l5and to carry the silver and gold which the 
king and his counselors have vowed to the God of Israel, whose 
dwelling is in Jerusalem; 16 as well as all the silver and gold which 
thou shalt find in all the province of Babylonia;r together with 
the free-will offering of the people and the priests, which they vow 
for the house of their God which is in Jerusalem. l7Thou shalt 
therefore purchase diligently, with this money, bullocks, rams, 
and lambs, besides their meal offerings and their drink offerings, 
and thou shalt offer them upon the altar of the house of your God 
which is in Jerusalem. l8And whatsoever shall seem good to thee 
and to thy brethren to do with the rest of the silver and gold, ye 
may do according to the good pleasure of your God. 19And the 
vessels which are given to thee for the service of the house of thy 
God, deliver in the presence of the G$od of Jerusalem.S 2°And 
whatever other requirement of the house of thy G$od it may happen 
to thee to bestow, thou mayest bestow it out of the king's treasury. 

2lAnd I, Artaxerxes the king, hereby issue a decree, to all the 
treasurers of the province Beyond the River; that whatever Ezra 
the priest, the scribe of the law of the (}od of heaven, shall require 
of you, let it be done diligently; 22unto a hundred talents of silver, 
and to a hundred measures of wheat, and to a hundred measures 
of wine, and to a hundred measures of oil, and salt without pre- 
scription (of the amount). 23What30ever is by the command of 
the God of heaven, let it be done diligentlyt for the house of the 
God of heaven; lest wrath come upon the reign of the king and 
his sons. 24And to you notice is hereby given, that upon no one 
of the priests or Levites, singers, porters, Nethinim, or (other) 
servants of this house of God, is it permitted to impose tribute, 
tax, or custom.U 

rThis apparently refers to contributions solicited from people of the prov- 
ince who were not Jews. 

SSee the note on the Aramaic text. 
t The word is quite unknown, but this is its evident meaning. 
uThe gifts and prerogatives promised in the document thus far make 

a list which is not quite incredible in itself; it is rather the form in which it 
is all cast that betrays with certainty the Jewish authorship. It is interesting 
to compare the imaginary letter from Demetrius Soter to the Jews, " quoted " 
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25And do thou, Ezra, according to the wisdom of God which is 
in thy hand, appoint magistrates and judges, who shall judge all 
the people of the province Beyond the Rivel,V all who know the 
law of thy God; and those who do not know it ye shall teach. 26And 
whoever will not observe the law of thy God and the law of the 
king, let judgment be executed diligently upon him; whether unto 
death, or to banishment, or to confiscation of goods, or to 
* @ 

mprlsonment. 

27Blessedw be YahwA, the God of our fathers, who put such a TheChronicler 

thing as this into the heart of the king, to beautify the house of (Hebrew) 

YahwA which is in Jerusalem; 28and gave me favor in the eyes of 
the king and his counselors, and all the mightJT officers of the king. 
So I strengthened myself, by virtue of the hand of YahwA my 
God which was over me, and gathered out of Israel chief menX to 
go up with me. 

in I Macc. 10:26-45, where the author o£ that history deliberately sets himself 
the task of composing such a list of royal grants and concessions as should be 
truly "incredible" (cf. va 46). 

But in the final paragraph of the Artaserses edict, where the king for- 
mally adopts the law of Moses for the Jews of all Syria and Palestine, and 
gives Ezra and the officers appointed by him free hand to enforce 
this law throughout the whole Transflumen(!), with power to imprison, con- 
fiscate, banish, and esecute the death penalty, it is plain that even the last 
vestige of probability is gone. 

v Meyer, Entstehung, p. 67, argues that this phrase means (and presumably 
it does, since the Chronicler wrote it) the Jewish community in the 
Transflumen, "oder wie wir sagen wurden Palastina"[!], and then adds, that 
the Jews of Palestine occupied only the one compact settlement in Judea. 
That is, Ul8tl: 8tt 8 MXR i: is by these successive steps reduced to mean 
only the Jewish church in Judea! This is convenient reasoning, but in view 
of the constant use of the term " Beyond the River " in express contrast with 
Judea, all through Ezra and Nehemiah, the argument cannot stand. 

wSee the note on the text. 
XCf. especially Ezr. 1:5 and I Esdr. 5:1. These "chief men" of Israel are 

sure to appear wherever the Chronicler is the writer. 
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